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Abstract

The growth of metropolitan areas in the American Southeast has placed
additional strain on the aging auto-oriented infrastructure of edge cities, the
suburban pseudo-downtowns of the late 20th century. Citing a housing shortage,
crippling traffic congestion, and changing consumer preferences, area stakeholders
in Perimeter Center outside Atlanta (namely, the Perimeter Community
Improvement Districts) have embraced suburban retrofitting strategies. Under the
Atlanta Regional Council’s Livable Centers Initiative, they aim to mold the edge city
into a form of traditional urban downtown. This thesis determines the effectiveness
and impact of such strategies by employing a two-part methodology. First, it engages
in a discussion of the evolution of notable recent plans through the lens of
characteristics of urban downtowns: walkability & connectivity, transit accessibility
& nodality, civic & open spaces, and density & diversity of land use. Secondly, it
evaluates such plans through a field study of completed improvements and
developments. Ultimately, the plans succeeded in providing a skeletal civic realm for
Perimeter Center’s urban future. Yet, what has emerged atop it is a sort of extreme
“hybrid urbanism”, pitting asynchronous architectures, densities, and development
types against one another in an arrangement that is nearly as disjointed in practice
as its sparse, automobile-scaled past.
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1
1 | Introduction

Joel Garreau famously proclaimed in Edge City: Life on the New Frontier
(“Edge City”) that by the late 20th century, the focal point of American society had
been fully transplanted. No longer were Americans preoccupied with the traditional
downtown but rather a new suburban cluster dubbed an “edge city”. These places, he
argued, “contain all the functions a city ever has, albeit in a spread-out form that few
have come to recognize for what it is” (Garreau, 1991, p. 4). Explaining their
formation, he alleged that:
First, [Americans] moved [their] homes out past the traditional idea of what constituted a
city… then [they] moved out marketplaces out to where [they] lived. This was the malling of
America… Today, [they] have moved [their] means of creating wealth, the essence of urbanism
– [their] jobs – out to where most… have lived and shopped for… generations (Garreau, 1991,
p. 4).

But in his simplification, Garreau (a journalist, not a planner) mistakenly implies
that edge cities are purely byproducts of the free market’s invisible hand. Urbanists
instead contend that edge cities are creations of another omnipresent authority –
governments. And as such, through administrative tools such as Euclidean zoning,
minimum parking requirements, and robust highway investment, governments
ensured edge cities have been built as entirely suburban – downtowns “blown out to
automobile scale” (Garreau, 1991, p. 9).
Accompanying this urban form are other qualities that Garreau alleges make
“traditional-downtown urbanites recoil” (Garreau, 1991, p. 9). Deficiencies of
walkability, accessible public transportation, public spaces, and housing diversity
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already recognized as general suburban problems are exacerbated as concentrated in
their edge city forms. Undesirably, edge cities lack “conventional government, an
active citizenry, and healthy civic culture” that could even begin to solve such
problems (Moeser, 1991). More concisely, edge cities lack livability, the normative
concept of a sustainable, healthy, and walkable community (Fein, 2014). However,
powerful entities, where present, have devised a straightforward conceptual strategy
to enhance edge city livability – transform edge cities’ extreme suburban form into
an urban one, mimicking the downtowns they seemingly replaced.
Such is the goal of the Perimeter Community Improvement Districts (PCIDs),
joint quasi-public authorities overseeing Perimeter Center, a massive edge city north
of Atlanta, Georgia. Perimeter Center and edge cities like it across the country – if
unable to resolve their housing shortages and crippling traffic congestion (or similarly
unable to adapt to changing consumer preferences) – risk persisting as untamed
wasteful relics of 20th century automobile culture. The PCIDs bold plans for
ultimately transforming Perimeter Center were indeed some of the first large-scale
edge city retrofits, but they have never been truly evaluated. Just how effective were
these plans in creating a new urban downtown? To answer this, a framing question
remains – what defines the specific qualities that comprise such a place?
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1.1 | Defining Downtown

In the 1990s, the tribulations of continued suburban expansion became the
subject of an explosion of urban planning literature and symposiums. Falling largely
under the conceptual umbrella of the “New Urbanism”, this academic and
professional commitment to reintroducing traditional urban forms in new
developments resulted in numerous concrete lists of the characteristics that comprise
high-quality urban space (Langdon, 1994, pp. 221-223; Thompson, 1999; Duany et al.,
2000, pp. 183-214). In their 2000 book Suburban Nation, Andres Duany, Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck, detail the “Traditional Neighborhood Development”
(TND) in the form of a checklist, considering among other factors, the prominent
location of civic structures, the mixing of residential and commercial uses, and the
use of the urban street grid (Duany et al., 2000). Figure 1 displays the as-built
conditions of Seaside, Florida, a notorious example of New Urbanism that embraced
walkability and civic space with a mix of uses at higher density than standard
suburban developments (Walljasper, 2019).
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Figure 1

As-built Seaside, Florida Layout

Note: Seaside, Florida as-built layout as an example of a New Urbanist community design. Adapted
from Seaside Research Portal by Notre Dame School of Architecture and Hesburgh Libraries.
Retrieved March 10, 2021 from https://seaside.library.nd.edu/essays/the-plan. Copyright 2005,
Duany Plater-Zyberk.

While revolutionary, Seaside was “greenfield” development, incorporating
traditional urban characteristics into a development built from scratch. More recent
New Urbanist literary themes have instead shifted toward idealizing the use of

existing suburban built form as a canvas on which to create urbanity, a process herein
dubbed “retrofitting” (Dunham Jones & Williamson, 2009; Tachieva, 2010; Talen,
2011; Dixon, 2015; Cervero et al., 2017; Beske & Dixon, 2018). But all have resulted
in similar analysis, contributing to a distilled list of built characteristics of a
downtown, summarized as four key considerations (“downtown characteristics”):
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•

Walkability & Connectivity: Downtowns have amenities within short

traversable distances of one another and many paths by which to reach them.
•

Transit Accessibility & Nodality: Downtowns provide centers of activity that

can be reached from other parts of a region by multiple modes, and most
notably by mass transit.
•

Civic & Open Spaces: Downtowns contain programmable shared spaces for

gathering including parks, plazas, and even streets.
•

Density & Diversity of Land Use: Downtowns contain a plethora of choices in

close proximity, providing a range of housing and commercial types for people
of varying incomes and races.
These four characteristics provide the conceptual framework of this research, and as
such are the lenses through which to evaluate retrofitting strategies from across the
United States and more specifically, in Perimeter Center.

1.2 | Research Design

This research determines the effectiveness and impact of retrofitting strategies
utilized in Perimeter Center by employing a two-part methodology. First, through the
lenses of the four downtown characteristics, it engages in a discussion of the evolution
of three notable Perimeter Center Livable Center Initiative plans spanning 2002 to
2011. The plans’ impact is then evaluated through the same lenses, accomplished
through field observation, and focused on those spaces (including the sites of some
unfinished projects) throughout Perimeter Center that have been subject to
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suburban-to-urban transformation since 2002. The latest time horizon listed for
major public infrastructure project implementation in both the 2002 and 2005 plans
is 2010. For the 2011 plan, that year is 2017, meaning the most optimistic completion
date for retrofitting improvements had long been surpassed by the time of field study.
All field study photographs of these improvements in field study were taken by
the author. Observations from these sources (the three plans along with field
observation photographs) are compared against strategies for bringing about
downtown characteristics employed in other examples of suburban retrofits,
discussed in literature review in Chapter 3. Combined, these methods assess the
Perimeter LCI’s progress thus far in creating a livable urban downtown from the
sparsely built Perimeter Center.

1.3 | Research Significance

Prior academic research on edge city retrofitting has largely focused on Tysons
Corner, Virginia, truly the archetypal edge city (McCleery et al., 2012). However, its
singular governing entity and insulated economic engine (grounded in Federal
defense contracting) fail to represent the challenges of retrofitting even similarly
sized U.S. edge cities (Aitoro, 2013; Fairfax County, n.d.b). Perimeter Center, instead
spread across municipal and county boundaries and home to a wide range of
businesses subject to the ebb and flow of the economic cycle, is the embodiment of the
challenges faced in efforts to retrofit edge cities that are likely to occur across the
country.
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Yet, as noted, the retrofitting plans for Perimeter Center have never been
holistically evaluated. How the PCIDs plans addressed the creation of a downtown
for the northern Atlanta suburbs and have manifested themselves in reality are
imperative to understanding the work ahead in retrofitting the multinucleated
suburban metropolis, and just how effective such mechanisms are. This research
serves as a barometer for the hundreds of other American edge cities looking to
embrace retrofitting strategies on their own to bring about enhanced livability.
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2 | Background

Why retrofit the suburbs or their most extreme manifestations, edge cities, at
all? Essential to framing this discussion is an understanding of the concept of an edge
city and the nuanced historical context of the northern Atlanta suburbs. Further, the
Perimeter Center retrofitting scheme arose not from private enterprise but from a
variety of government mandates. This chapter details the Atlanta Regional Council
(ARC), its Livable Centers Initiative (LCI), and what controls the Perimeter
Community Improvement Districts have in order to implement such a large retrofit.

2.1| Defining Edge Cities

The existence of the Federal Mortgage Tax Credit and the construction of the
Interstate Highway System have been widely credited with subsidizing the move of
many Americans away from central cities and into automobile-oriented suburbs
during the post-war era (Jackson, 1985). In the aftermath of this urban-to-suburban
residential transition came a less-studied economic change that brought employment
and retail closer to the single-family home (Lee, 2007). This so-called suburban
“sprawl paradigm” consisted of new shopping centers and malls, isolated civic
campuses, office parks, and wide roadways (Duany et al., 2000; Williamson, 2013, p.
19). However, equating the term “sprawl” with all post-war suburban expansion
mistakenly implies chaos, disorganization, and unattractiveness (Dutton, 2000;
Marohn, 2016). In fact, edge city form is governed in part by an abstracted set of
stipulations from developers such as “how far people will walk”, “what level of density
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will create traffic problems”, and “how many residents should live in a certain
circumference of a mall” (Dutton, 2000, p. 74). Additionally, conventional zoning
practices intentionally clustered non-residential structures like shopping malls and
carefully curated corporate office parks near major freeway interchanges.
In the 1960s, near these interchanges on the metropolitan periphery, regional
mall operators recognized that their developments were becoming a de facto
suburban civic space where “senior citizens would walk in the morning and students
would congregate after school” (Bruegmann, 2016, p. 93). Mall popularity in the
succeeding decade vastly increased the value of their outparcels, giving way for other
uses such as hotels, restaurants, and most notably, offices. This prompted a selfpropagating cycle – mall outparcels attracted additional adjacent shopping centers,
themselves attracting offices and hotels (Bruegmann, 2016). By the 1980s, urbanists
and academics alike noted that the most extreme of these agglomerations formed
new, albeit peculiar, kinds of residence-less automobile-scaled “cities” (Friedman,
2002).
Fishman

(1987)

called

them

“technoburbs”

due

to

their

apparent

attractiveness to headquarters of high-tech industry firms in California. Garreau
(1991) recognized the existence of Fishman’s “technoburbs” on a wider scale across
the United States, instead coining the term “edge city” and offering a specific fivefaceted definition concerned with their scale. Quantitatively, at minimum, edge cities
have 5 million square feet of office space, 600,000 square feet of leasable retail space,
and most importantly, more jobs than bedrooms. Qualitatively, they are perceived by
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populations as one place and did not resemble “cities” before the 1960s (Garreau,
1991). Still, the simplest physical descriptor of an edge city remains useful. Edge
cities reside along the freeway, yet miles beyond the traditional central business
district. Rather than a singular office park, they are a clustered, sometimes towering,
collection of non-residential structures – malls, office campuses, and retail strips.
Hartshorn and Muller (1992) described the rise of the edge city in stages.
Initially, they began as only peripheral employment centers for bedroom
communities. But at large enough scales, they achieved relative independence from
neighboring traditional central business districts. What soon followed was catalytic
growth, attracting additional shopping centers and the high-rise headquarters of
high-technology firms. At this point in edge cities’ life cycle, their cores “pushed out”,
filling open space and encroaching upon single-family home subdivisions. After
encountering some Not-in-My-Backyard (NIMBY) resistance from the inhabitants of
upscale residences and noting the increasing cost of land, edge cities forcibly matured
and “pushed up” in their present boundaries, densifying with additional office towers
and shopping centers (Hartshorn & Muller, 1992, p. 152; Lang, 2003, p. 96).

2.2 | Perimeter Center, Georgia

The clustering of retail on the urban fringe at Interstate 285 (“The Perimeter”
or “I-285”) and GA-400, north of Atlanta, originally arrived in 1970 in the form of the
regional shopping mall (Dent, 1985). These were the “first multi-million-dollar
structures built in edge [cities]”, and Perimeter Center’s evolution was no exception
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(Garreau, 1991, p. 465). Easy Interstate highway access prompted developer Taylor
& Mathis to assemble more than 500 acres, to master-plan and construct 31 office
buildings (along with the boutique shopping center Park Place), and to sell a large
parcel to the Rouse Company for the development of Perimeter Mall (Taylor &
Mathis, n.d.).
The state of Georgia and its localities, so encouraging of additional shopping
center and office construction, paid a vastly disproportionate share of the associated
roadway and utility costs. County governments and planning organizations, too,
removed potentially burdensome design controls (Dent, 1985). Georgia’s low labor
costs, low taxation, and low land costs supercharged the suburban growth trends
noted in the previous Section (Reuter, 2016).
By the 1980s, suburban growth was such that I-285 functioned as an intraregional link rather than a city bypass (Dent, 1985). Citing executive housing in
Dunwoody and Sandy Springs (at the time, unincorporated communities of Dekalb
and Fulton Counties respectively), an estimated 57 percent of the Atlanta office
market had moved to the north-central area between January 1982 and December
1989 (Stephens, 1988). This was largely a result of central-city headquartered firms
following their smaller subsidiaries to the suburbs (Wheeler, 1986). Indicative of the
era’s boom were the construction of the Towers at Concourse (now, the two 570-foottall “King and Queen” buildings, shown in Figure 2), the multi-million square foot
North Park Town Center, and the 42-acre Ravinia office complex (Stephens, 1988).
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Figure 2

The “King and Queen” Suburban Office Towers

Total employment in Perimeter Center even eclipsed that of Downtown
Atlanta in 1985 (Dent, 1985). During the 1990s, 70 percent of all population growth
in the Atlanta region occurred north of the Perimeter (Rao, 2007). Explosive
development paved the way for the Metro Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA)
to extend heavy rail service into Perimeter Center with the opening of Dunwoody
Station in 1996 followed by Sandy Springs Station in late 2000 (Bell, 2015). Figure 3
displays the cluster of major retail, office, and mixed-use complexes in Perimeter
Center in addition to notable infrastructure as of 2021.
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Figure 3

Cluster of Non-residential Complexes in Perimeter Center

Note: Major commercial, office, and mixed-use complexes in Perimeter Center as seen in author
Field Study. Figure by author. Geographic data retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021,
https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Lang (2003) reassembled Garreau’s list of edge cities into a two-tiered
hierarchy. The first are Smaller Utility Version (SUV) Edge Cities, which contain 5
to 10 million square feet of office space and a handful of signature towers but are
unlikely to be anchored by a regional mall (Lang, 2003). But the largest edge cities
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he dubs “Glamour Gallerias”, defined as “large [multi]-use edge cities with at least 10
million square feet of office space” (Garreau, 1991; Lang, 2003, pp. 89-91). “Galleria”
indicates the presence of a super-regional shopping mall found at the edge city’s
center (Perimeter Mall). “Glamour”, a polysemous term, pays homage to the caliber
of businesses that have moved to these edge cities and the headline-grabbing nature
of moving one’s headquarters there. Such is the case for Perimeter Center, which
United Parcel Service (UPS), AT&T, Cox Communications, Newell-Rubbermaid,
State Farm Insurance, Mercedes-Benz all call home (Bonesteel, 2018). At the turn of
the century, Perimeter Center even ranked higher than Tysons Corner on the list of
largest non-central business district office markets (Lang, 2003). It now boasts more
than 33 million square feet of office space, more than 10,000 companies, and more
than 130,000 employees for a total commercial real estate valuation of $5 billion
(PCIDs, 2015).
Accordingly, while Perimeter Center’s suburban ills are not necessarily
unique, their scale is. The mammoth “northward tilt” of Atlanta job growth has
contributed to uncontrollable traffic and pollution problems as it quickly eats up
undeveloped land, a trend especially noticeable in the preceding two decades, and
arguably continuing (Walcott, 2000; Brookings Institution, 2000, p. 6).
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2.3 | Why Retrofit?

The maturation of suburbia, dubbed the rise of the “post-suburban era”, was
first expounded upon in the late 1990s. Lucy and Phillips (1997) identified the
phenomenon near Richmond, Virginia, observing increased suburban employment, a
decline in out-commuting from suburbs toward the traditional downtown, and
subsequent exurban population growth (Lucy & Phillips, 1997). In short, becoming
the de facto suburban downtown, edge cities began experiencing the complex crises
previously only recognized in major central cities (Teaford, 1997). According to
Teaford’s (1997) description:
The driver was as likely to face traffic gridlock at an interchange along the urban periphery as
on a downtown street. And anyone who shopped was aware of the contrast between shuttered
downtown department stores and jammed outlying emporiums… In fact, the edge city had an
economic life of its own, which challenged that of the older cities and in some cases seemed to
supersede it (p. 2)

A “transportation and housing mismatch”, has persisted in edge cities,
affecting at least three groups of individuals that suffer long commutes, contributing
to intense traffic congestion: “1. Skilled workers living in other locations; 2. Inner-city
lesser-skilled clerical and blue-collar workers; and 3. Lesser-skilled clerical and bluecollar workers living on the rural fringe” (Hartshorn & Muller, 1992, p. 153). Edge
cities, having grown near a restricted supply of high-income housing while lacking
substantial dwellings within their commercial cores, left few options for
aforementioned employees but to drive from afar (Hartshorn & Muller, 1992). As
recently as the mid-2000s, Perimeter Center had a jobs-to-housing ratio of more than
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7-to-1, meaning nearly 86 percent of Perimeter Center workers commuted (Layman,
2004).
Critiques of the original Edge City thesis, too, unknowingly alluded to the need
for retrofitting. Byrum (1992), like Teaford (1997), slightly alters Garreau’s argument
that edge cities “contain all the functions a city ever has” insisting that a more
accurate interpretation is that they “contain many of the economic functions of cities,
and [only] in some cases [their] social and cultural functions” (Garreau, 1991, p. 4;
Byrum, 1992). While having achieved high employment and commercial density, by
definition edge cities contain few, if any, public facilities. The only “public” spaces are
often shopping malls or privately maintained gardens within office complexes. Both
are encircled by large parking lots, rendering them unwelcoming, if not unusable, to
either pedestrians or public transit-users.
Unquestionably, edge cities lack many of the key characteristics that decidedly
comprise a livable urban space. In fact, what makes them “downtowns” in any sense
is that their large structures house thousands of jobs. Between parcels, they are
hardly walkable. Paths that do exist to such destinations are often hostile – lining
clogged collector roads or cutting through placeless parking lots, such as in Perimeter
Center (shown in Figure 4). Where transit exists in edge cities, it is rarely accessible
– troubling, considering that while many edge cities have become economic engines
in their own right, they are often still dependent on central cities (Bingham, 1997).
Still, that edge cities are looking for ways to distinguish themselves as destinations
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suggests alone that they are ripe for retrofitting (Dunham-Jones & Williamson,
2009).
Figure 4

Sandy Springs MARTA Cut-through

Note: Cut-through from the Dekalb/Fulton County line near Embassy Suites Hotel to the Sandy
Springs MARTA Station. Photo by author.

Concerning population diversity, suburban demographics are changing in
ways that necessitate forms of development other than those that presently exist
(Friedman, 2002). Larger fractions of suburban residents are either living in poverty
or are elderly, and typical suburban form places undue physical and cost burdens on
these groups (Beske & Dixon, 2018). Early suburban residential typologies reinforce
certain social ideals that may no longer be consistent with incoming demographic
groups (Micklow & Warner, 2014). All indicators suggest a need for greater diversity
in housing stock and land usage, a more connective urban fabric, and a
comprehensive civic realm – one that, in Garreau’s outlook, could one day play host
to a quintessential American Independence Day parade (Garreau, 1991).
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Of all suburban retrofits, that of the edge city is considered the most formidable
(Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). At the issue’s core lies the still-blind adherence
to minimum parking requirements, thereby constraining edge cities’ colossal built
form and most prospective developments to the accommodation of the automobile,
both immobile and mobile (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). Further, the
“separatist geography” most closely associated with suburban office developments is
both edge cities’ defining feature and a physical impediment to their potential urban
character (Mozingo, 2011; Addie, 2016). The phenomenon has been stated eloquently
by Mozingo (2011):
Center city corporate management in the early twentieth century participated in the advocacy
for urban reforms that transformed the American city for the better. Dedication to city affairs
was inevitable as corporate offices stood directly on streets and corporate workers walked at
least some distance through the city to work; participation in the functional and aesthetic
improvement of the collective public realm was in corporations’ own self-interest while broadly
beneficial to city residents. The separatist enclave of corporate management in the suburbs
has no such burden; its logic is based on independence from larger metropolitan realities and
the power of selective participation in issues of collective governance. If all [one sees] in [the]
workday are… coworkers and all [one sees] out [the] window is the green perimeter of…
carefully tended property and the “carspace of the automobile” insulates [one] both to and from
work, the notion of a shared responsibility in the collective metropolitan realm is predictably
distant. (p. 220).

The suggestion is reinforced by Jiang (2009), who states that applying “traffic
engineering [principles] to public infrastructure and [allowing] the emergence of
secondary roads on private properties” has led to an urban form in Perimeter Center
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that is “fragmented as well as poorly intelligible… and poorly integrated into a
coherent system” (p. 209). This very system is the result of numerous policy
conundrums, such as Perimeter Center’s locus at the boundary between Fulton and
Dekalb Counties, shown in Figure 5. It now contains portions of three municipalities;
Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, and Brookhaven, incorporated in 2006, 2008, and 2012
respectively.
Figure 5

Municipal Boundaries in Perimeter Center Vicinity

Note: Fulton/Dekalb County boundary and respective incorporated municipalities in the Perimeter
Center vicinity. Figure by author. Geographic data retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021,
https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Hartshorn and Muller (1992) further expand on these difficulties:
Often [edge cities] have grown up in unincorporated suburban areas without the benefit of
coordinated local guidance. Often positioned astride local political boundaries, such as county
lines or magisterial districts, many of these downtowns possess no identifiable political
constituency that could resolve problems such as traffic congestion. These areas often face an
identity crisis, to the extent that some even lack an identifiable postal address, as is in the
case with… Perimeter Center in Atlanta (p. 153).

In recent years and especially in the case of Perimeter Center (quelling a
primary concern of academics) formal entities have been at the forefront of edge city
retrofitting. Despite the daunting challenge, with private partners and local support,
these institutions allege to exhibit the capacity to institute placemaking strategies
that will create downtowns of the 21st century.

2.4 | Atlanta Regional Council & The Livable Centers Initiative

“Too little too late” could describe the suburban growth management model
that Georgia’s State Legislature adopted in 1989. While the model attempted to
strengthen state control over local land use planning processes, it failed to exert any
pressure on Euclidean zoning, exclusionary housing policy, or the outsized influence
of the construction industry (Basmajian, 2014; Reuter, 2016). Yet the 1989 Georgia
Planning Act succeeded somewhat in providing a framework for regional planning.
In coordination with the State Department of Community Affairs, the Atlanta
Regional Council could review local land use plans to ensure “consistency… [and]
compliance with minimum [state] planning standards” (Rao, 2007, p. 153).
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Local officials viewed Atlanta’s successful bid for the 1996 Olympics as a
potential catalyst for a 21st century regional development vision, but the same year
brought a mandate from the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA):
rein in air quality or lose Federal highway funding (Dobbins, 2005; Rao, 2007;
Etienne & Faga, 2014). The threat became reality in 1999, and necessity pushed the
ARC to launch its Livable Centers Initiative (LCI), which utilizes Federal grants to
improve regional livability on a community-by-community basis (Dobbins, 2005;
Federal Transit Administration, 2015). Through densifying and mixing land uses–
drawing a direct correlation between land use and transportation – the Atlanta
region could moderate automobile dependence, thereby reducing air pollution. In lieu
of creating a rigid urban growth boundary to curb uncontrolled growth, the LCI
strategy called for incentivizing growth in developed areas by creating “village-like
communities” (Dobbins, 2005). ARC’s stated intent was for “local jurisdictions to reenvision their communities as vibrant, walkable places that offer increased mobility
options, encourage healthy lifestyles and provide access to jobs and services” (Atlanta
Regional Council, n.d.).
The Livable Centers Initiative in its first iteration required that plans, at
minimum, address ten key considerations (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 1):
1. Efficiency/feasibility of land uses
2. Transportation demand reduction measures
3. Internal mobility requirements
4. Mixed-income housing/ housing match
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5. Continuity of local streets
6. Identification of future transit systems
7. Connectivity of transit to other centers
8. Center development organization
9. Stakeholder participation
10. Public and private investment policy
On their surface, items 1 through 8 closely mirror desired qualities of downtowns.

2.5 | The Perimeter Community Improvement Districts

The implementing agencies for the specific Livable Center Initiative for
Perimeter Center (“Perimeter LCI”) are the Perimeter Community Improvement
Districts – two quasi-public organizations (functioning jointly) that self-tax to fund
local infrastructure improvements (Bonesteel, 2018). CIDs in Georgia are chartered
by the State Legislature and approved by a majority of businesses comprising 75
percent of assessed property value. Perimeter Center’s Community Improvement
Districts are governed by two 9-member boards representing Dekalb and Fulton
Counties respectively (Stephens, 2001).
While they are not mandated to work with other governing entities, CIDs often
coordinate with county governments and municipalities to provide a range of services
(Kuhn, 2016). Under the Georgia Constitution, Community Improvement Districts
(CIDs) possess the authority to provide road construction and maintenance, public
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transportation, recreational spaces, and importantly, even to produce plans and
feasibility studies (Kuhn, 2016).
In this regard, Atlanta-area CIDs view themselves as “red-tape cutters”,
breaking the stereotype that similar entities are incentivized to only plan and study
in perpetuity (Lightsey, 2008). CIDs say they can “build”. As evidence, initial
hesitancy surrounding the creation of a Perimeter CID was quickly quelled after the
neighboring Cumberland CID, itself overseeing an edge city, was successful in
providing transportation improvements (Martin, 2002). For its Kennedy Interchange
highway project, the Cumberland CID had completed design and feasibility work,
identified right-of-way, and even lobbied the Georgia Department of Transportation
for the funds to complete the project (Carter, 2003). This model provided the impetus
for the PCIDs to suggest bold changes to Perimeter Center’s urban form, since the
organizations themselves could carry out a significant portion of proposed projects.
Thus, since 2000, the PCIDs have put together numerous suburban retrofitting
frameworks under the Livable Centers Initiative, beginning in 2002 with the
publishing of Perimeter Focus:

Envisioning a New Atlanta Center (“Perimeter

Focus”). Updated in 2005 with the Perimeter Focus LCI Update (“2005 Update”), and
again in 2011 with Perimeter @ The Center – Future Focus (“2011 Update”), their
primary goal has been the creation of an urban “24-hour community with a range of
feasible transportation and land use options designed for long term sustainability”
(PCIDs, 2002, p. 1.1). By adding an “articulate civic realm, amenities, and facilities”
through guidelines of the LCI, the PCIDs aims to afford its built form with a greater
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sense of place and quality of life (PCIDs, 2011, p. 9). Concisely, these early LCI visions
aim, through numerous strategies, to create a downtown for Atlanta’s northern
suburbs.
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3 | Literature Review

Nationwide, attempts to resolve the suburban ills examined in Section 2.3 –
dense traffic congestion, a lack of walkability, housing scarcity, underutilized
infrastructure, and more – have relied upon urban transformation through
retrofitting. A plethora of compilations in recent literature have organized suburban
retrofitting projects into broad categories: New Urbanist infills, mall retrofits,
transit-oriented developments, corridor retrofits, and “wholesale transformation”
(Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009; Tachieva, 2010; MacCleery et. al., 2012, p.3;
Talen et al. 2015; Phelps, 2015; Cervero et al., 2017; Beske & Dixon 2018). Within
the context of Perimeter Center, itself a complex layer of suburban infrastructure,
each project type has its merits. Thus, principles of these strategies are often blended
in both design and implementation.
As such, the following review focuses on recurrently explored retrofits with
emphasis on those in (or of) edge cities. Noting significant overlap, each strategy
embraces numerous characteristics of downtowns, as first explored in Section 1.1.
This literature review intentionally assigns each to those prominently featured in
respective strategy categories. Further, where available and appropriate, academic
evaluations of those developmental retrofitting strategies already implemented in
Perimeter Center are discussed.
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3.1 | New Urbanism and Infill Retrofits

To Cervero and colleagues (2017), the biggest “saving grace” for suburban
development is that its surface parking lots are quite easy to demolish and rebuild
upon (Cervero et al., 2017, p. 89). Such “clean slates of preassembled real estate” in
office parks and strip shopping centers provide malleable landscapes and an
opportunity to emulate the pre-automobile city without their “industrial nuisances”
(Cervero et al., 2017, p. 90). In Sprawl Repair Manual, Tachieva (2010) details edge
city “infilling”, shown in Figure 6 – the practice of replacing this surface parking
capacity with structured parking and utilizing other surface lot space for new
commercial and residential uses (Tachieva, 2010). By definition, promoting density
this way is seen as a way to reduce “visual blight” from large, often vacant parcels –
adjacent parcels themselves acting as inhibitors to additional development
(Ehrenfeucht & Grodach, 2015, p. 116).
Figure 6

Tachieva’s (2010) Edge City Infilling Method

Note: Graphical before-and-after representation of structural infilling. Adapted from Sprawl Repair
Manual (p. 182), by G. Tachieva, 2010, Island Press. Copyright 2010 by Duany Plater-Zyberk & Co.
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Among all suburban retrofitting strategies, but especially among infills, the
influence of New Urbanism is apparent. Recall from Section 1.1 that the New
Urbanist movement was born out of the idea of reintroducing pre-automobile urban
ideals to city form. In its 1996 charter, the Congress for the New Urbanism explicitly
organized the visions at three scales – block, neighborhood, and region (Duany et al.,
2000). At the block & building level, the charter emphasizes preservation of historic
structures, seamless architectural integration into surroundings, and shared usage
of streets. Neighborhoods, as discussed in the charter, should be compact (dense) and
pedestrian friendly (walkable), full of a range of activities for those who do not drive
(diverse), and of appropriate density to support different kinds of public amenities
(civic & open spaces) (Duany et al., 2000).
Purported benefits of New Urbanist residential development are lofty. Kim and
Larsen (2017) report that infill residences have generally positive impacts on social
cohesion (Kim & Larsen, 2017). Mason (2010) argues that residences along wide
sidewalks, near frequent open spaces, and lacking cul-de-sacs contribute greatly to
public trust (Mason, 2010). Sweeney and Hanlon (2017) found from their study of
Upper Arlington, a suburb of Columbus, Ohio, that a New Urbanist approach to
infilling commercial corridors with residential development even swayed typicallyhesitant public opinion in favor of higher densities and a mix of uses (Sweeney &
Hanlon, 2017).
But critics of New Urbanist developments urge that while they offer a more
palatable alternative to the conventional suburb, they do little to impact macroscopic
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promoters of suburban ills (Levine, 2009). Consequently, they often operate
independently of the metropolitan region, realizing benefits for only those within
their boundaries (Polmateer, 2014). Importantly, New Urbanist retail, a key fixture
in many of the communities, is considered a double-edged sword. Residential
densities in individual New Urbanist developments are often still too low to support
ground-floor retail alone. According to Boarnet et al. (2011):
The amount of business concentration that is associated with highly pedestrian-oriented
neighborhoods is from three to four times as large as what can be supported by the local
resident base, suggesting that pedestrian-oriented shopping districts necessarily import
shopping trips, and hence driving trips, from larger catchment areas (p. 129).

In those developments with too few retail options (or categories), residents must drive
to big-box stores elsewhere for necessities, thereby belying the argument that New
Urbanist developments reduce automobile trips (Levine, 2009). Many of these
communities lack transit options too, greatly limiting their success (Marshall, 2012).
In essence, what distinguishes traditional downtowns from New Urbanism is high
residential density. To be a truly walkable, mixed-use, and transit-accessible
alternative to the conventional suburb, retrofitted edge cities must embrace their
predecessors.
From 1970 to 2000, models for additional density and mixed-uses remained
completely untested in the southeastern United States (Reuter, 2016). That is, until
an individual development in Perimeter Center pioneered the use of New Urbanist
principles in infilling. Sembler Companies’ Perimeter Place replaced two BellSouth
office buildings with a district focused on pedestrian friendliness, boasting among
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other things, wide sidewalks, pleasant landscaping, and a pseudo-street grid that
converges at a central roundabout – checking off many TND and New Urbanist boxes
(Sinderman, 2004). Most importantly, Perimeter Place meshed commercial and
residential uses, including a block apartment with ground floor retail and a large
apartment tower (the “Manhattan”) that capped a two-story commercial “main
street”. An oft-cited barrier to completing infill residential development, thereby
promoting density and diversity of land usage, is the lack of willing developers
(Farris, 2001). To that end, a crucial revelation from Perimeter Place was that infill
condominiums could, in fact, sell. Prompted by the full leasing of units in the
Manhattan, local developers in Atlanta immediately sought out other underutilized
edge city parcels for condominium construction (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009).
However, addressing the Manhattan’s overall success as an urban or

downtown-like fixture, the verdict is mixed. Dunham-Jones and Williamson (2009)
allege that Perimeter Place’s “four lanes of angled parking… [feel] more like a
parking lot than a main street” (p. 184). Further, they explain:
Perimeter Center is much denser but remains highly fragmented. Even the transit station is
disconnected from [Perimeter Place] by a grove of trees. While the Manhattan’s placement is
prominent, it dead-ends the main street and limits interconnectivity. The east-west street is
equally limited, with little in context to connect to (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009, p. 186).

Dunham-Jones and Williamson (2009) are not optimistic about Perimeter Place. They
note that the New Urbanist infilling method tends to be most successful when the
edge city itself is nodal, or in other words, connected to a metropolis at large. But
despite the apparent proximity to Dunwoody Station, few visitors access Perimeter
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Place via MARTA – a particularly daunting accessibility challenge for the success of
future similar developments in Perimeter Center.
More recent residential infill in Perimeter Center has embraced one other core
principle of New Urbanism – the creation of an active, walkable streetscape, achieved
through the introduction of ground floor retail – with decidedly contrasting results.
Armstrong and Ali (2012) praise similar mixed-use high- and mid-rise buildings for
decreasing physical building footprints, centralizing transportation, conserving
energy, and reducing carbon footprints. However, Dunham-Jones and Williamson
(2009) observe that Perimeter Place’s juxtaposition of one such apartment tower, a
block apartment complex with ground floor retail, and a Super Target, is “unusual
and makes for a particularly hybrid form of urbanism”. Such “hybrid urbanism” – an
undisciplined departure from the architectural integration of New Urbanism – is a
major subject of field study in Chapter 5. Having come to define these new infill
apartment developments in Perimeter Center as well, it has ironically deprived
streetscapes of the very quality they sought to address – walkability.
3.2 | Mall Retrofits and Transit-Oriented Development

Another promising starting point for such New Urbanist infill (and a key
fixture in nearly all large edge cities) is the suburban shopping mall. What separates
a mall retrofit from other infills are its ideal parcel size and ownership structure
(Tachieva, 2010). Though in many cases, the greatest value is derived solely from its
location (Lukez, 2007). Encircled by other developments, in close proximity to large
populations, and situated at a confluence of infrastructures, the pseudo-city-center of
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the late 20th century is quite suitable for retrofitting. Replacing the enclosed corridor
of a struggling or “dead” mall with an urban street grid and readapting old
department store boxes for new use has arisen as a popular mode of suburban “repair”
(Tachieva, 2010, p. 129).
Such is the case for Belmar, a New Urbanist development built on the site of
the former Villa Italia Mall in Lakewood, a suburb of Denver, Colorado. Lakewood’s
quick growth from a collection of subdivisions into a city of over 100,000 meant it had
no functional downtown after Villa Italia closed in 1999 (Dunham-Jones &
Williamson, 2009; Continuum Partners, n.d.). A 2004 rebuild converted the 1.4
million square foot mall into a 3.5 million square foot “mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented
downtown district” spanning 22 city blocks (Belmar, n.d.). Organized around a central
civic plaza – an example of retrofitted open space “ringed with cafes” – Belmar

diversifies uses, integrating cultural functions, retail, offices, public space, and art
installations that together evoke the “ambiance of an old village town center”
(Denver, n.d.). The project creatively pioneered “wrapping” monolithic structures like
a movie theatre in other active uses, promoting a walkable streetscape (DunhamJones & Williamson, 2009). In fact, the development won the CNU Charter award in
2005 for exemplary practice in New Urbanism at the district, neighborhood, and block
level (Steuteville, 2005; Belmar, n.d.).
But while it represents “a departure from post-war suburban patterns”,
Belmar has been criticized as reinforcing them (Trudeau, 2018). The “downtown” sits
more than a mile from the nearest transit station, and thus, the area’s plethora of
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visitors continue to arrive by car, reflected heartily in its design (Dunham-Jones &
Williamson, 2009; Trudeau, 2018). Mid-rise apartments wrapped around large
parking decks (called “Texas Donuts”) sit near the back of the site, promoting some
car usage. Nonetheless, the steady stream of visitors hails from many different
locations and arrives at different times of day than Villa Italia mall patrons had.
Belmar is indeed now a walkable, dense, 24-hour community with both green and

civic spaces.
Though far from transit, shuttle bus frequency was increased when the nearby
light rail station was opened (MacCleery et al., 2012). Its unique layout and multiple
acres of public space allow for programmability, drawing people from across the
region (by multiple modes) to its recurring farmers markets and festivals. In a way,
it has induced the downtown authenticity that a mall could not (MacCleery et al.,
2012)
While it promotes walkability inside the development, outer connectivity is
limited. Importantly, Belmar showed that impacts from residential infill
development to adjacent neighborhoods (and vice versa) are contingent upon
numerous robust physical connections. Absent these connectivity improvements, the
large parcel retrofit instead functions as a “highly affluent island” (Charles & Peiser,
2019). Continuum Partners, who owned the site, were unable to secure the additional
parcels on the eastern side, cutting off the street grid (Dunham-Jones & Williamson,
2009). Trudeau (2018) believes that by-and-large, this caused the “affluent island”
image of Belmar to persist. Created entirely as a business improvement district, it is
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patrolled by a private security force, and its planners continue to reject proposals for
low income and senior citizen housing (Trudeau, 2018). With respect to transit

accessibility, it nearly mirrors Dunham-Jones and Williamson’s experience from
Perimeter Place – better than in the conventional suburb, but certainly not as good
as in the traditional downtown.
Mizner Park, a pseudo-downtown built atop a dead mall site in Boca Raton,
Florida similarly mixes uses, including ground floor retail, condominiums, a concert
hall, and an art museum. Initially criticized for poor integration into the surrounding
urban fabric, Mizner Park instead lined the neighborhood-facing parking garage with
townhouses, easing the transition from town center to single-family homes. It has
since stimulated nearby development (Dunham-Jones, 2005). Yet, some say the longlasting implications of Belmar and Mizner Park as “new-build gentrification” –
impacting surrounding neighborhoods – are still to be determined (Charles & Peiser,
2019).
And what of edge city retrofits surrounding functioning malls? This description
matches the transformation of Downtown Kendall/Dadeland, an edge city outside
Miami, Florida, which replaced its zoning code in 1999 to encourage incremental
conversion into a transit-oriented downtown (Dunham-Jones, 2005). The idea for
Kendall was born out of a New Urbanist charette, best described as a “multi-day,
multi-disciplinary, multi-stakeholder, on-site design workshop” (Steuteville, 2017).
The resulting concept was that of a tree-lined infill street grid aligned with mall
corridors, allowing plots for new residential development. The plots could, in fact, be
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developed over time and at the expense of private developers (Dunham-Jones, 2005).
“Liner buildings”, thin-footprinted screens that could cover the mall’s exterior like
those utilized around garages at Mizner Park, would ideally create walkable blocks
from formerly blank outer walls of the mall and its garages (Tachieva, 2010, p. 58). A
range of uses hosted within these liner buildings – live-work units, small businesses,
and townhomes – could even bring about high-enough densities capable of sustaining
transit (Tachieva, 2010).
Leveraging the private sector in Kendall succeeded in producing a more
walkable streetscape and open gathering spaces through the adoption of a form-based
code. The code, which organizes structures by their relationship to the public realm
rather than simply by their use, defines allowable building materials along with
locations for plazas and colonnades (Form-Based Codes Institute, n.d.) For example,
early on, approval for a 25-story condominium in Kendall was contingent upon the
inclusion of a large cobblestone plaza (Faber, 2002). Figure 7 displays the Downtown
Kendall layout plan as specified in the form-based code.
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Figure 7

Downtown Kendall Retrofit Master Plan

Note: 35-year Downtown Kendall retrofit as shown in the Miami-Dade Form-Based Code. Adapted
from Downtown Kendall Master Plan by Dover Kohl & Partners, 1998, p. 4. Copyright 1998 by
Duany Plater-Zyberk.

To the surprise of developers, most of the demand in Dadeland for high rise
living came from locals dismayed with traffic congestion and starved for connections
to shopping, entertainment, and open space (Marmon, 2003). However, despite being
a key fixture of the proposal, the retrofit of the mall itself (which would have provided
an ample supply of all three) was met with strong resistance, as recounted in South

Florida Business Journal by Van Drake (2001):
Dreams of a downtown Kendall emerging as a Mizner Park may be fading fast… The mall's owners had
supported the New Urbanism philosophy in theory, but say they were blindsided by the reality
of a planning code passed by commissioners in December 1999. One requirement: The 1.4
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million-square-foot mall has to be carved into 47 separate buildings if it ever requires a
renovation equal to half the property's value.

In litigation, mall co-owner Simon Property Group (SPG) alleged that the code bore
“faint resemblance” to the vision presented at the 1997 charette. Vague enforcement
provisions and the possibility of a blanket exemptions for the mall and other area
developments threatened to weaken the code (Van Drake, 2001). But leaving the
enclosed mall largely intact while densifying its surroundings, as shown above in
Figure 7, may still yield a healthy financial future for SPG, who owned the property
as of 2020 (Simon Property Group, n.d.).
Under particular threat of failure, still, are “gun-barrel” malls that host an
anchor department store at each end, controlling entry and exit through set channels
and directing patrons at right angles, a description fit for Dadeland (Hudnut, 2003,
p. 351). A possible remedy, Hudnut (2003) agrees, is the creation of vibrant, dense
street frontages with “links to the community” – the walkable, compact urban grid
(Hudnut, 2003, p. 351).
Despite legislative hang-ups with property owners, Miami-Dade planners
remained committed to the New Urbanist form-based retrofitting code, viewing that
of Downtown Kendall as “software” constantly available for upgrades (Van Drake,
2001). Critics of the Dadeland code and retrofit allege that it represents “New
Urbanism’s past”, citing its peculiar timing and limited reception (Phelps, 2015, p.
108). But mostly, disdain for the Kendall retrofit is rooted in its lack of regional
context. Phelps (2015) expresses sympathy for an area architect who claims the
project utilizes “New York City solutions” for South Florida problems (Phelps, 2015,
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p. 108). Nonetheless, while some decry the “New Yorkish” look of the new residential
towers, they do boast a quality that both actual Manhattanites and South Floridians
have long desired – proximity, or more commonly, the downtown characteristic
known as density (Faber, 2002). Notably, a mistake made in Kendall informed a key
correction at Belmar; instead of invoking a foreign “New Yorkish” residential tower
atmosphere, its architecture is designed to be “authentic to the history and climate”
of Colorado (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009, p. 155). More recent updates to the
Downtown Kendall code specify materials and footprints more respective of South
Florida (see: Figure 7, above).
As noted, a central factor in the Downtown Kendall retrofit and its appeal has
been removing the need to own a car to access greater Miami. The Downtown Kendall
retrofit came at a time when Dadeland Mall and nearby shopping were the sole source
of nearby entertainment, but new residences, easy access to public transit, and
navigable colonnades prompted patrons from elsewhere to visit the mall (Marmon,
2003). Miami Metrorail’s incorporation into the edge cityscape in this regard can be
viewed through the lens of transit-oriented development (TOD). Cervero and
colleagues (2017) describes the idea as one in which “densities will drop off
precipitously… wedding cake style, beyond one-quarter mile of stations”,
concentrating the majority of new development within one half mile of these TOD
“nodes” (Cervero et al., 2017, p. 100). TOD at its core embraces nodality, but supports
other downtown characteristics as well.
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Concentrating residences and civic space near transit stops, successful TOD is
then merely a challenge of removing edge city hostility toward walkability &
connectivity, and mixed uses. By densifying neighboring uses, TOD has been found
to raise tax revenue to fund additional walkability improvements, like Kendall’s
colonnades and street grid (Morgan, 2019). As in Perimeter Center, in places where
tall, dense, structures and transit already exist, TOD has been noted as an ideal way
to integrate them into the surrounding metropolis (Al-Kodmany, 2018).

3.3 | Corridor Retrofit: Sandy Springs

The suburban arterial roadway is often overlooked as a retrofitting opportunity
because of its role primarily for mobility. Yet, that they often contain preexisting
transit lines, adjacent parking facilities, and a plethora of intersecting roadways,
presents them as an opportunity for horizontal mixed-use development (MacCleery
et al., 2012). To Dutton (2000), more progressive right-of-way design for corridors
(which was previously purely a product of traffic engineering principles) should mimic
the shopping mall. In addition to street trees, planting strips, and on street parking,
corridors should include decorative lighting, trash cans and benches (Dutton, 2000).
Such a retrofit found marginal success elsewhere in Sandy Springs, which, as
noted, encompasses a significant portion of Perimeter Center. The suburb initiated a
separate yet parallel operation to create a downtown along the aging Roswell Road
from scratch. Shown in Figure 8, leaders envisioned the strip as a home for a town
green, a theater, and their new city hall clustered in a civic center, dubbed “City
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Springs”. Embracing New Urbanism, mixed-use buildings could line Roswell Road
and new infill streets to create an active, walkable street front.
Market research for the plan confirmed widespread desires for downtown
characteristics: more multi-family housing, walkable streets, a mix of uses, and civic
space. Studies also yielded three key incredible findings – the first, that the retrofit
would not work on Roswell Road itself but on side streets, seeing that the former’s
“highway-oriented retail was too valuable to redevelop” (Dixon, 2015, p. 129).
Secondly, parking capacity would need to be preserved in the form of structured
parking (shown throughout Figure 8). And lastly, the message from residents was
clear: absolutely no high rises or tax raises (Dixon, 2015). Summarizing the mayor’s
response, Dixon states (2015): “higher density, higher quality development would
raise property-tax revenues by five to ten times” (Dixon, 2015, p. 130).
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Figure 8

Sandy Springs Roswell Road Retrofit Plan

Note: Adapted from 2012 Sandy Springs City Center Master Plan (Fig. 14) by Goody Clancy and
Sandy Springs. Copyright 2012 by Goody Clancy.

In contrast to the transformation of Roswell Road, a study of aging inner-city
commercial corridors in Los Angeles from Loukaitou-Sideris (1997) suggests that
corridor retrofits must improve streetscapes in advance of infill redevelopment rather
than simply in coordination with them. The pedestrian exposure to and perception of
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simple public fixtures will define willingness for new patrons and investors to become
partners in corridor transformation (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1997). While Perimeter
Center lacks a corridor that could be considered decaying, the PCIDs framework
appears to mimic this suggested creation of a baseline pedestrian realm even to
encourage redevelopment, to be explored exhaustively in Sections 4.1 and 5.1.
Also expressed in the City Springs experience is some doubt as to the
effectiveness of perpetuated public-private-partnership (PPP) use to deliver
improvements. A traditional governance model, not a PPP like that of a CID is truly
that which resulted in a corridor retrofit – the construction of City Springs (Feldman,
2014). Said model still has its drawbacks. Lanari (2019) argues that despite City
Center’s physical improvement of the Roswell Road corridor, its planning excluded
(and ultimately displaced) several working-class renters and other disadvantaged
communities. It still stands to consider the possibility that an even larger retrofit –
Perimeter Center – could benefit from streamlined traditional governance, an idea
explored in Section 6.

3.4 | Retrofitting Lessons

Despite their wide ranges of context and scale, these retrofitting tactics provide
some indication of success in bringing about downtown characteristics. Underlying
edge city infrastructure is so “dramatically suburban” that retrofitting will require
strong political leadership, vast financial resources, and sound strategies (Tachieva,
2010, p. 179). Edge city retrofitting case studies reveal that a comprehensive
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infrastructure approach and “proactive planning” of improvements create the most
successful strategies (MacCleery et al., 2012, p. 8). Both are aims of the Perimeter
Livable Center Initiative, to be discussed further in Chapter 4.
Ironically, that Sandy Springs inaugurated the Roswell Road corridor rather
than utilizing pre-existing fabric of Perimeter Center for its sole downtown implies
that municipal leadership desires an identity fundamentally different – or a retrofit
that is less challenging – than the one edge city infrastructure provides. Thus, the
PCIDs’ mission, to transform Perimeter Center into a livable urban core with a full
grasp on downtown characteristics, must embrace lessons from previous retrofits
across singular and multiple parcels along with those within its own municipalities.

3.4.1 |Walkability & Connectivity

Case studies reveal a fundamental factor for successful urban walkability and
connectivity retrofitting strategies – the compact street grid with active frontages. In
Downtown Kendall, the extension of mall corridors into a street grid promoted both
walkability and connectivity (Marmon, 2003; Dunham-Jones, 2005). In Sandy
Springs, lining existing streets with new active uses resulted in the same effect
(Dixon, 2015). In turn, the creation of a baseline pedestrian realm along corridors has
been seen to encourage new density (Loukaitou-Sideris, 1997).
However, despite embracing inner-development walkability with similar
strategies, Belmar reveals that a repeated mistake of infill retrofits is their lack of

outer connectivity. Highly dense, walkable developments suffer from a “last mile
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problem” if they are isolated from their surroundings (Cervero et al., 2017). The term,
appropriated from the realm of e-commerce parcel delivery, reflects the “expensive,
inefficient, and energy consuming” nature of shuttling goods or people short distances
to their final destination (Li, 2020, p. 1). Seen at Belmar and in Dunham-Jones and
Williamson’s reconnaissance of Perimeter Place, the vast majority of necessary “lastmile” connections to New Urbanist developments occur via automobile despite their
proximity to transit and pedestrian facilities (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009;
Cervero et al., 2017, pp. 107-108).

3.4.2 | Transit Accessibility & Nodality

Simply, the key to sustaining edge city transit through retrofitting is adding
ample density and strong connectivity. Downtown Kendall accomplished this through
the aforementioned creation of a new residential infill street grid (Dunham-Jones,
2005). Mizner Park proves that mall and even garage “liner buildings” of varying uses
can be leveraged as an edge city retrofitting tactic for transit-friendly densities
(Dunham-Jones, 2005; Tachieva, 2010). While New Urbanist infills often successfully
embrace inner walkability, civic spaces, and higher densities, in practice they fall
short in their ability to embrace transit. Belmar is far from light rail but corrected
this through enhanced shuttle services (MacCleery et al., 2012). Perimeter Place,
despite nearness to heavy rail transit, remains isolated from surrounding parcels,
and thus receives few visitors who do not drive (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009).
Transforming the transit station into a focal point through TOD instead of treating
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it as an adjacent utility can integrate preexisting tall towers, create new civic
gathering places, and provide a template for new dense uses (Cervero et al., 2017; AlKodmamy, 2018; Morgan, 2019)

3.4.3 | Civic & Open Spaces

Consistently, the most successful retrofits include central public space and
plazas (MacCleery et al., 2012; Dixon, 2015). Belmar shows that retrofits that include
these spaces with ample size and strong program management can sustain a dense,
24-hour community, even in the absence of good transit access or outer connectivity.
While Downtown Kendall’s plazas and colonnades can hardly be considered
programmable, the form-based code that resulted in their creation is proof that the
private sector can be leveraged to fund them. Similarly, the corridor retrofit in Sandy
Springs is an indication that streets themselves serve a civic function – creating a
sense of place, with benefits to the community even in advance of new density
(Loukaitou-Sideris, 1997; Dutton, 2000; Dixon, 2015). However, Perimeter Place
again serves as a warning – often retrofits sacrifice too much potential park space for
surface car parking (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). New density requires
public amenities – where can this public space be?

3.4.4 | Density & Diversity of Land Use

Achieving land use diversity in edge cities is almost exclusively solved by
accommodating new residences. Sandy Springs shows that downtown formation from
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commercial corridors is most feasible in places in which “affluent suburbs can
leverage surging real estate markets for high-quality multifamily housing” (Dixon,
2015, p. 138). Noted previously, such additional residential density added along
corridors, surrounding malls, or in New Urbanist infills, need not be tall to achieve
its ends. The best canvases for such development are large parcels and immense
surface parking facilities, such as those that characterize edge cities (Tachieva, 2010;
Cervero et al., 2017). Belmar’s “wrapping” of a movie theater and Mizner Park’s
“lining” of parking garages promote walkability and transit accessibility, all while
adding new density in an architecturally tasteful manner. Relatedly, Belmar and
Downtown Kendall confirm of the essential nexus between density and connectivity
through the provision of a street grid. Edge city parcels are simply too large on their
own for new residential density to feel truly urban – successful retrofits commonly
break up the block.
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4 | Perimeter LCI Plan Comparison

Since the inception of the Atlanta Livable Centers Initiative in 1999, the
PCIDs have compiled a number of their own retrofitting frameworks that suggest a
vision for an urban Perimeter Center.

Suggested proposals stem from a 2001

community character survey entitled “Perimeter Compass” which contains ranked
local stakeholder responses to a series of images depicting future development type
categories: residential, commercial, transportation, and open space (PCIDs, 2002a, p.
2.1; PCIDs, 2002b, p. 1).
The resulting 2002 framework, Perimeter Focus, is subtitled “Envisioning a
New Atlanta Center” having stated its goal as identifying “opportunities, projects,
and partnerships that increase mobility for all modes of transportation” in addition
to enhancing pedestrian safety and accessibility (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 1.1). Invoking the
“transportation-housing mismatch” as identified in Section 2.1, the conceptual core
of Perimeter Focus is TOD, embodied in an “Activity Center Plan” that sorts ideal
future development into three categories: High-Density Mixed-Use, Transit Villages
& The Livable Corridor Concept, and Transitional Zones.
The 2005 Update of Perimeter Focus consolidates the original study area but
retains the Activity Center Plan categories, assigning them to specific boundaries.
Single-family residences, due to their perceived unlikeliness to redevelop into other
uses, were removed from the original study area. In other locations, the boundaries
were expanded to include additional low-density commercial and office spaces whose
redevelopment would be needed to create a smooth transition to single-family
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districts (PCIDs, 2005, pp. 7-10). The 2005 Update expands the lists of development
opportunities in addition to suggesting transport projects, circulation improvements,
and public improvements such as green and open spaces.
The 2011 Update, Perimeter @ The Center – Future Focus, reconsolidates
recommendations

into

a

single

chapter,

removing

potential

development

opportunities. Instead, its framework is organized into sections concerned with
economic, social, and environmental benefits – Growth Management, Livability
Enhancements, “Amenity-rich Streets”, Civic Greens and Squares, Green Spaces,
Culture, Schools, and Connectivity.
This Chapter compiles Perimeter LCI recommendations from 2002 to 2011
beneath the respective downtown characteristic they seek to address. Many if not all
tactics mirror those discussed in Chapter 3. Shown below, Figure 9 represents the

primary retrofitting device utilized per plan to address respective downtown
characteristics. An expanded version of the table that addresses individual
components of the strategies (Figure 17) can be found in Section 4.5.
Figure 9

Primary Devices for Retrofitting per Concept per Plan

Note: Primary retrofitting devices per concept per plan as determined by author during plan
comparison. Figure by author.
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Transit-oriented development, a “Livable Corridor”, and a plethora of placemaking
strategies appear frequently throughout all three frameworks. Other propositions,
such as the naming of open space opportunities, appear only once or in passing.
Ultimately, the objective of the following sections is not to understand the likelihood
or results of implementation but to conceptualize their evolution. The former goal is
the subject of Chapter 5, in-person field study.
4.1 | Walkability & Connectivity

Though well-served by transit, highways, and even shops adjacent to housing,
perhaps the toughest challenge for Perimeter Center is that few of these components
function as a well-coordinated rational system (PCIDs, 2002b). What aims to connect
them – a common element of each LCI framework – is a Circulation Plan. Shown
below in Figure 10, the Circulation Plan in Perimeter Focus calls for numerous
intersection and roadway improvements, not limited to widening. Namely, it
visualizes a “Livable Corridor” (Item 9 of Figure 10) along Perimeter Center Parkway
as the backbone for circulation, calling for bike lanes, wider sidewalks, and adjacent
connector roads (PCIDs, 2002a, pp. 2.10-2.12). Such a corridor concept, with infill
development and feeder streets (shown in Figure 11), could even work independently
of the introduction of new transit systems, such as proposed light rail. Though, in
coordination with existing transit stations, signage and sidewalk improvements
would be the top priority (PCIDs, 2002a).
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Figure 10

Proposed Perimeter Focus Circulation Plan

Note: Reprinted from Perimeter Focus (p. 2.16), by Perimeter Community Improvement Districts,
2002. Copyright 2002 by Urban Collage, Inc.
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Figure 11

Perimeter Focus Livable Corridor Concept

Note: Adapted from Perimeter Focus (p. 2.11), by Perimeter Community Improvement Districts,
2002. Copyright 2002 by Urban Collage, Inc.

The 2005 Update highlights its sidewalk and intersection improvements
program with the suggested addition of “pedestrian-scale streetlights” on every major
corridor (PCIDs, 2005, p. 20). The plan also views these as a precursor for mixed-use
development, especially along corridors that experience low levels of vehicular traffic
relative to the rest of Perimeter Center (PCIDs, 2005). Walkways are especially
viewed in the 2005 Update as unobtrusive tool for connecting low-density residential
neighborhoods to new mixed-use developments proposed for the long term in the area.
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However, in the interim, the new walkways and their supplementary safety
improvements aim to reduce (or eliminate) short-distance automobile trips – a
common fixture of the Perimeter Center lunch rush (PCIDs, 2005).
Walkability is not the only priority of the LCI plans. In fact, the connective
capstone of Perimeter Focus’ Livable Corridor is the geographic unification of the
north and south sides of I-285, a trip that has long forced motorists to squeeze into
one of a few collector roads. The extension of Perimeter Center Parkway across the
freeway (Shown above in Figure 10 as item 8) is slated to provide cyclists and
pedestrians in the Medical Center vicinity with less hostile pathways to reach the
rest of area amenities (PCIDs, 2002b). Similarly, a singular roadway serves as both
entrance and exit to the mixed-use development Perimeter Summit. The 2005

Update, presuming more area growth, recommends a roadway extension to alleviate
traffic backups from the lunch rush (PCIDs, 2005).
All three plans rest upon the idea that a reduction in block size is necessary to
promote pedestrian friendliness and connectivity. The Circulation Plan in Perimeter

Focus introduces the area’s vast underutilized parking facilities, such as those to the
left of the linear park in Figure 11 as an ideal location for the creation of a uniform
local street grid (PCIDs, 2002a). Accompanied with wide sidewalks, the formation of
additional connections would aid both motorists and pedestrians by expanding
pathway options. The 2011 Update includes a New Urban retrofit model, enabling a
phasing-in of this internally and externally connected street grid (PCIDs, 2011, pp.
94-97). It envisions multi-use paths as green space buffers and raised pathways
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alongside mixed-use shopfronts to protect pedestrians from vehicles (PCIDs, 2011).
The 2011 Update suggests, unlike previous plan iterations, that the secondary
network of streets need not always include automobile lanes. Dunwoody and Sandy
Springs could construct a woven pattern of 16 to 18-foot-wide pedestrian and bike
pathways that provide much-needed links to residential developments, discouraging
additional automobile trips, echoing the suggestions within Perimeter Focus (PCIDs,
2011).
Vastly expanding the concept, connectivity is considered in the 2011 Update
at three levels: to and from transit stations, between districts, and to and from
Perimeter Center and adjacent neighborhoods, and yet, significant progress in the
second category from the 2005 Update is cited in the 2011 Update (PCIDs, 2011).
Thus, the 2011 Update shifts in focus from providing walkway infrastructure in
between parcels and along roadways to that of providing access to the greater area
network. Long-plagued with debilitating traffic congestion, Perimeter Center’s future
is specifically dependent on its ability to embrace alternative mobility strategies.
While intra-parcel connectivity is crucial in reducing unnecessary intra-Perimeter
Center trips, success of the overall strategy relies upon integrating the pedestrian
network to other modes of transportation and the city at large (PCIDs, 2011). Namely,
Perimeter Center should grant easier access to transit.
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4.2 | Transit Accessibility & Nodality

Perimeter Center is unique amongst edge cities in that it was an early recipient
of heavy-rail transit expansion. For comparison, of Lang’s (2003) other “Glamour
Galleria” edge cities discussed in Section 2.2, only Tysons Corner is connected to a
heavy-rail network (Lang, 2003, pp. 89-93). Though planned in the early 2000s, the
Silver Line Extension of the Washington Metro was not completed to Tysons Corner
until 2014. Thus, importantly for Tysons Corner, its retrofitting plan was put into
place in conjunction with the line’s construction, as opposed to afterward (Cervero et
al., 2017; Fairfax County, n.d.a). Conversely, plans for northward MARTA heavy rail
expansion existed long before those for Perimeter Center’s transformation. Still,
MARTA expresses in their 2001 stakeholder interview for Perimeter Focus that
Perimeter Center is by far heavy rail’s best served destination outside of Midtown
Atlanta, with North Springs and Dunwoody Stations at the time averaging upwards
of 5,000 station entries per day (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 4.10).
Both Perimeter Focus and the 2005 Update idealize the concentration of
development in three “Transit Villages”, echoing the description of other transitoriented developments from section 3.2, with a twofold goal:
(1) to underscore the need for a direct link between future development and existing and
proposed transit features, and (2) to encourage a balanced range of land uses that would offer
compelling “live, work and play options” within a walkable urban core or “village.”… ideally
suited for higher-density mixed-use development that would vertically integrate housing with
office and retail uses (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 2.6).
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Transit Village zones or “nodes” should capitalize on the strength of existing anchors
like Perimeter Mall, offer opportunities for open space, and should be the primary
target for local infrastructure improvements (PCIDs, 2002a). Peculiarly, Sandy
Springs Station, positioned between the North Springs and Dunwoody Stations,
registers few rail passengers. In describing a particularly unique challenge of
retrofitting infrastructure surrounding the station, the PCIDs (2005) framework
states:
Sandy Springs Station was originally designed as the termination of the [MARTA] North Line
and a ‘park and ride’ facility for commuters from the northern suburbs of Roswell and
Alpharetta. Hence, its design is more auto-oriented with a focus largely on entering the station
from the parking deck (p. 26)

Sandy Springs, accordingly, resides upon a markedly isolated site. In each plan, it is
identified as a suitable canvas for future transit-oriented development. The most
thorough investigation of plausible Sandy Springs TOD was completed as a
supplement to Perimeter Focus in 2003, detailing development opportunities, namely
in the vicinity of the Perimeter Pointe Shopping Center (“Perimeter Pointe”). Its
abundant parking supply within the Station garage negates the need for a plethora
of surface parking at the nearby shopping center, allowing for greater densities
(PCIDs, 2003). Ultimately, the design, shown in Figure 12, would result in:
A net loss of retail square footage (from 367,800 SF currently to approximately 250,000 SF),
but the proposed project would gain between 200,000-400,000 SF of office space and between
500-700 multi-family residential units (PCIDs, 2003, pp. 11-12)
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Figure 12

Proposed 2003 Design of Perimeter Point TOD at Sandy Springs Station

Note: Reprinted from Sandy Springs MARTA Station Area Plan (p. 19), by Fulton Perimeter
Community Improvement District, 2003. Copyright 2003 by Urban Collage, Inc.

Figure 12, above, shows a potential redeveloped mixed-use Perimeter Pointe
concentrated along two axes. Ground floor retail, a fountain, and tree-lined
streetscapes provide an ornamental entrance to Sandy Springs Station, seen in the
lower left corner. Despite its label as a transit-oriented development, parking is still
a large component of the plan, shown behind the buildings to the top and bottom right
of Figure 12, along with at the station parking facility. The station garage is
complemented with an awning and plaza, helping direct pedestrians while
establishing the station, though underground, as a focal point.
Heavy rail is not the only component to the Transit Villages. A jointly-funded
study between Cumberland CID and the Perimeter CIDs resulted in a long-term plan
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to construct a light rail line (Barry, 2002; Martin, 2002a). Such a CID collaboration
had no national precedent but was seen as a necessary alliance in the fight to reduce
traffic along I-285 (Barry, 2002). The pathway would begin in the Cumberland area,
an edge city to the west, heading through Perimeter Center along Hammond Drive,
creating a transit hub at the existing Dunwoody Station (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 2.20;
Martin, 2002a). The proposal is included on area imagery in Perimeter Focus (PCIDs,
2002a). Its intersection with the Dunwoody MARTA aims to become the center of the
Dunwoody Transit Village concept, enabling pedestrian improvements, diversified
area amenities, a reduction in parking demand, and a large increase in the housing
supply (PCIDs, 2002a). Factoring into the Circulation Plan discussed in Section 4.1,
it should be a key player in street grid connectivity (PCIDs, 2002a).
A vital component of the transportation retrofitting strategy for the High
Density Mixed-Use and Transitional Zones of Perimeter Focus’ Activity Plan are the
enhancement of shuttles (PCIDs, 2002a; PCIDs, 2005). Major corporations, such as
UPS note that their isolated campuses cannot be reached on foot, opting to carry their
own employees to and from the Sandy Springs MARTA on private shuttles (PCIDs,
2005). All three plans call for consolidated shuttle service under the name of a
singular “Perimeter Shuttle” (PCIDs, 2002a; PCIDs, 2005; PCIDs, 2011). The opening
of the Sandy Springs MARTA and the early success of a “Holiday Shopper Shuttle”
to Perimeter Mall from nearby offices accompanied calls for connecting internal
destinations as a way to reduce avoidable internal automobile trips (PCIDs, 2005, p.
18, p. 20)
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4.3 | Civic & Open Spaces

Not one public park existed within the boundaries of the Perimeter Focus study
area as set in 2001. Even then, the initial plan calls for civic plazas and green spaces,
but is limited to the “Livable Corridor Concept” from Section 4.1, which envisions a
“walkable street flanked by mixed-use development” (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 2.10). Its focal
point – a “linear park and a greenway carved out of the unbuildable areas
immediately adjacent to and underneath the MARTA rail line” west of Perimeter
Mall (PCIDs, 2002a, p. 2.10). Dubbed “Perimeter Park”, the concept and its imagery
prevail in the 2005 Perimeter Focus Update. Figure 13 details the before-and-after of
the Dunwoody Station area, showing what could be the first civic pavilion in
Perimeter Center, an Amphitheater within Perimeter Park. While largely an
example of a corridor retrofit as discussed in Section 3.3, the idea for Perimeter Park
is unique in that it is among the only green space planned in Perimeter Focus.
The concept of a civic green in the Dunwoody MARTA vicinity remains in the
2011 update, expanding the proposed size to include a portion of Perimeter Mall’s
parking lot, contingent upon its eventual retrofit and the creation of an “AmenityRich Street”, a modernized form of the former plan’s Livable Corridor Concept.
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Figure 13

Vision for Perimeter Center Parkway at Dunwoody Station

Note: Adapted from Perimeter Focus 2005 LCI Update (Fig. 2.8), by Perimeter Community
Improvement Districts, 2005. Copyright 2001 by Urban Collage, Inc.

Like other retrofits, as an additional unique approach to green space provision,
the 2005 Update aims to capitalize on residential infill, commercial redevelopment,
and existing privately owned parks to provide Perimeter Center with green
amenities. The plan recommends that commercial and residential developers be
incentivized to provide public space by granting them additional buildable density in
return. Expanding access to privately owned parks within office complexes is, rather,
a connectivity problem. Reconfiguring the network of private internal streets (or
building additional ones) could allow pedestrians from neighboring parcels to easily
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visit many of Perimeter Center’s existing lush private green spaces, such as those
within Ravinia, Concourse, or Park Place.
The 2011 Update places the greatest emphasis on civic and green spaces,
recommending in addition to the mall-area civic green, a municipal “pocket park or
playground within a five-minute walking distance” of all housing (PCIDs, 2011, p.
79). Another key feature is the possible inclusion of a recognized museum or gallery
as the focal point of a separate civic green/ amenity-rich street (PCIDs, 2011).
Mentioned only in passing in the 2002 Perimeter Focus, schools are pictured in
prominent dense, walkable locations in the 2011 Update, invoking TND and New
Urbanist principles as a way to serve two key purposes. First, to enhance walkability
and therefore public health, and second, to be a key marketing element for
Generation Y (“Millennial”) parents with young children (PCIDs, 2011).
Notably, the coordinated design of streetscapes, signage, and site planning are
common elements across all plans. An unambiguous goal of all three is the formation
of a “sense of place”, accomplished by the implementation of the Public Space Design

Standards, a direct suggestion of the 2002 Perimeter Focus vision. Street signs should
be backlit and adorned with the PCIDs logo while pedestrian plazas and crosswalks
should maintain a uniform design. Further, the type and design of benches, bus
shelters, bollards, and stoplight masts are coordinated with respect to the
classification of roadway (arterial, collector, or local street). To maintain consistency,
all fixtures must be purchased from an approved list of manufacturers (PCIDs, 2018).
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A sense of place and uniform civic realm, however, are not limited to
aforementioned fixtures, but as mentioned, created through streetscapes, parks,
schools, and even transit stops. The Perimeter LCI plans view, at the very minimum,
a curated civic realm not only as a downtown component to accompany development,
but as a precursor for additional density – in the same regard it views connectivity
improvements. But where and how Perimeter Center is able to best accommodate
more dense uses – and most importantly, more people – is indicative of its ultimate
goal of creating a livable downtown.

4.4 | Density & Diversity of Land Use

Perimeter Compass concedes that a priority of Sandy Springs and Dunwoody
stakeholders has long been the preservation of existing single-family homes. Thus,
establishing land use diversity in and around Perimeter Center almost exclusively
refers to infilling underutilized commercial plots with dense residential typologies.
Prior to the LCI, Perimeter Center’s multi-family housing stock remained limited to
a small, scattered supply of garden apartments. The results of Perimeter Compass
instead indicate respondents’ affinity – if residential growth in Perimeter Center

must happen – for new townhomes in addition to condominiums with ground floor
retail. Among the least-desirable residences, however, are high rise condos and gated
garden-style apartment complexes.

Perimeter Focus identifies residential infill development sites by dividing them
into those susceptible to change and those likely to change (characterized by
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significant amounts of developable land). Among those parcels shown that contained
significant opportunity are the rear parking lots of many large office complexes and
space immediately adjacent to the Dunwoody MARTA Station (PCIDs, 2002a). Land
adjacent to the Sandy Springs MARTA and Perimeter Mall are considered
“susceptible to change”.
A most robust recapitulation of development opportunities is found within the

2005 Update. In expanding the list of densification opportunities, it carefully
cultivates recommended development types that adhere to the Activity Plan
categories set forth in 2002: High Density Mixed-Use, Transit Village, and Transition
Zones. Specifically, development ideas proposed in the plan within the Transit
Villages evoke the concepts behind previous New Urbanist Infills explored in Section
3.1. Namely, they advise replacing surface parking capacity with decks and creating
“main streets” of walkable retail in lieu of big boxes (PCIDs, 2005, p. 29). The
Dunwoody Transit Village in particular, home to Perimeter Mall and slated to be
significantly denser than that of Sandy Springs, is recommended to become a
collection of these New Urbanist infill developments. Sprinkled with aging low
density shopping centers and office parks, the PCIDs view for the Dunwoody Transit
Village as portrayed in the 2005 Update, expresses great anticipation for the (then
under construction) Perimeter Place and the proposed Perimeter Town Center. The
latter should become a mixed-use development with a central green, 5-to-10 story
residential and office buildings, and ground-floor retail (PCIDs, 2005).
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Again, Perimeter Focus and the 2005 Update emphasize the need to fill empty
development sites, not only on singular parcels but between existing buildings.
Figure 14 shows the how the Livable Corridor might manifest this vision in the
Dunwoody Transit Village.
Figure 14

Dunwoody Transit Village Densification Proposal

Note: Reprinted from Perimeter Focus 2005 LCI Update (Fig. 2.7), by Perimeter Community
Improvement Districts, 2005. Copyright 2005 by Urban Collage, Inc.

Existing low-rise offices, Perimeter Mall, and other retail strips could be
complimented with New Urbanist infill developments, such as Perimeter Place (as
seen in red on the left), or a collection of mid-rise apartments aligned on a grid near
the station. The rendering also includes Perimeter Park and the livable corridor.
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Notably absent from the 2011 Update are the explicitly mapped and listed
development opportunities. Rather, the plan’s emphasis on density and land use
diversity is embodied in a singular “New Urban” street grid concept revived in part
from Perimeter Focus (PCIDs, 2002, p. 1). Reminiscent of Dadeland’s transformation
discussed in Section 3.3, the plan envisions a fully retrofitted Perimeter Mall, shown
in Figure 15 with its central corridor replaced by another set of “amenity-rich” streets
(PCIDs, 2011).
A benefit of the New Urban retrofit concept, as mentioned in Section 4.1, is its
phase-ability. As evidenced in Downtown Kendall, the mall may prove strong in its
present enclosed form or its ownership may be hesitant to embrace transformation in
the short term. Figure 16 shows Phase III of the New Urban retrofit plan, which as a
possibility, preserves the existing mall structure (PCIDs, 2011). Noticeably, then, the
Perimeter Center concept differs from Kendall in two significant ways.
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Figure 15

“New Urban” Concept with Potential Amenity-Rich Street Locations

Note: Reprinted from Perimeter @ The Center: Future Focus (p. 88), by Perimeter Community
Improvement Districts, 2011. Copyright 2011 by Sizemore Group.
Figure 16

New Urban Model Phase III

Note: Reprinted from Perimeter @ The Center: Future Focus (p. 89), by Perimeter Community
Improvement Districts, 2011. Copyright 2011 by Sizemore Group.
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The retrofit utilizes existing driveways, curb cuts, and the parking deck in the
transformation (PCIDs, 2011). Yet rather than perfectly aligning mall corridors with
the street grid like in Downtown Kendall, many mall access points would directly face
new infill buildings. Additionally, only a singular liner building is proposed for the
mall shell. It is likely that requiring use of existing automobile infrastructure in the
transformation instead hinders the ability to densify in a way that could best utilize
the mall site.

4.5 | Plan Evolution

The PCIDs’ plans display remarkably strong commitment to each downtown
characteristic and even certain primary strategies for their realization, as displayed
previously in Figure 9. But numerous other elements of the plans as discussed
throughout this Chapter also aimed to contribute toward the realization of the key
downtown characteristics. Many were also never, or only partially, implemented.
These elements are summarized in Figure 17.
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Figure 17

Expanded Plan Comparison Summary Chart

Note: Expanded plan comparison chart displaying degree of improvement implementation based on
plan review. Figure by author.

As mentioned, each framework governs walkability and connectivity through
a circulation plan, which prioritize new infill streets in addition to intersection and
interchange improvements. At the circulation plans core in the 2002 and 2005 plans
are the livable corridor, an idea that capitalizes upon new infill density to provide a
central street grid and green space. The concept of a livable corridor arose in the 2011
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Update as a New Urbanist overlay, adding “amenity-rich streets” and fully
retrofitting Perimeter Mall to become the plan’s primary strategy for densification.
Further, though a separate set of guidelines in and of itself, the Public Space Design

Standards govern the physical appearance of many connectivity improvements and
help to provide many circulation plan projects with uniform uniformity – a
contribution to a civic sense of place.
Each plan also addressed transit accessibility and nodality through a transitoriented development model, idealizing Sandy Springs and Dunwoody MARTA
Stations as focal points around which to concentrate new development in “Transit
Villages”. In that sense, such a strategy also encouraged density and land use

diversity in the Perimeter Center core. Yet, the primary strategy for embracing those
characteristics in the 2002 and 2005 plans were listed development infill
opportunities, which included sites outside the transit villages, and particularly on
underutilized parking facilities.
The 2011 Update, prepared by Sizemore Group, strikes a much different tone
than the previous two, prepared by Urban Collage. But this is not so much a function
of a change in goals than a change in both circumstance and jurisdiction. Slow
recovery from the 2007-2008 financial crisis saw a number of significant planned
developments put on hold, totaling more than 1.3 million square feet of additional
commercial space and 2.1 million square feet of office space (PCIDs, 2011, p. 17).
These parcels remained undevelopable by the 2011 Update. Compounding the issue
in that time frame, too, is that zoning and land use decisions had been relegated to
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the municipal level in Sandy Springs and Dunwoody. Incorporated as independent
cities after the 2005 Update, they reinforced direct local control over planning
decisions, and were thus less likely to be influenced as forcefully by PCIDs
recommendations as Dekalb and Fulton Counties in previous plan iterations.
A key indication of this evolution is the adjustment in the content of
community surveys. Questions within the first iteration of Perimeter Compass
attempt to pinpoint the ideal aesthetic nature of Perimeter Center’s commercial and
residential transformation. The survey taken in advance of the 2011 Update instead
gauges respondents’ propensity to utilize particular civic spaces: theaters, parks, and
festival grounds. Notably, each suggestion is a concentrated municipal venture rather
than a widespread land use improvement leveraging private sector investment.
This is symbolic of another change – that the primary mechanism for green
and civic space provision evolved with each plan. Perimeter Focus utilized the central
green spine of the livable corridor (Figure 11 and Figure 13) while the 2005 Update
primarily encourages the conditional provision of green space on new infill
developments and by connecting existing corporate parks to their surroundings. The

2011 Update addresses schools, pocket parks, and other civic amenities as part of the
New Urban retrofit model, similar to strategies explored in Section 3.
The evolution of early PCIDs plans can be conceptualized as an arc – beginning
in 2002 with a broad focus on all four downtown characteristics, narrowing in on their
specifics in the 2005 Update, only to retreat to broad approaches (such as the “New
Urban Retrofit Model”) in the 2011 Update. In spite of this evolution, such situational
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adaptability enabled the PCIDs to implement a fair number of improvements, though
varying in scale. Above, Figure 17 summarized these improvements as either “not
implemented”, “partially implemented”, or “fully implemented”. However, the central
question for the last two categories – how successful they have ultimately been in
creating a downtown environment – is the subject of Chapter 5.
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5 | Field Observation Study

Field study commenced on Wednesday January 6, 2021 – at the height of the
Covid-19 pandemic – and was thus met significant limitations. The virus’s arrival on
American shores in early 2020 resulted in the first widescale work-from-home
experiment in the United States – reducing white collar office populations to nearly
zero for a significant duration (Thompson, 2020). Though, not all context was lost in
observing Perimeter Center in its pandemic-induced barrenness. In January 2021,
the area closely resembled a familiar worker-absent period in edge cities – the
weekend, with one notable distinction. Typically, edge city weekend population would
be supplemented by throngs of mall and strip retail shoppers. However, despite
Fulton and Dekalb Counties having lifted capacity restrictions for retail
establishments in June 2020, year-on-year foot traffic remained low for common
Perimeter Center fixtures: big-box stores, department stores, and shopping malls
(Howland, 2021; Fulton County, 2021). Still, reduced roadway traffic and diminished
utilization of parking facilities presented a unique opportunity to dramatically
perceive the vast space dedicated solely to storing and moving automobiles – along
with just how little space (even decades after the first Perimeter LCI plans) is
dedicated to people.
Below, with much categorical overlap, field study locations are organized by
the downtown characteristic they closely represent. Visited sites include short- and
long-term development sites, open space opportunity sites, major transportation
improvements, and MARTA transit stations. At the beginning of each section is a
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detailed map displaying the location of figures that correspond to the respective
downtown components. The Appendix contains a summary map of all figures in
Chapter 5 within Perimeter Center.

5.1 | Connectivity & Walkability
Figure 18

Location of Connectivity & Walkability Field Study Imagery

Note: Location of Connectivity & Walkability Field Study imagery. Figure by author. Geographic
data retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021, https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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PCIDs completed arguably its largest singular connectivity improvement to
date in 2008 – Perimeter Center Parkway Bridge, a $35 million flyover that now links
Perimeter Center’s main business district to Pill Hill, Metropolitan Atlanta’s densest
medical district over I-285 (Lightsey, 2008). The bridge (shown in Figure 19)
pioneered three features deemed “unusual” when constructed in the mid-2000s: bike
lanes, wide pedestrian paths, and a large median (Lightsey, 2008).
Figure 19

Perimeter Center Parkway NE Looking North

The latter is intended to one day accommodate light rail or bus rapid transit.
However, absent this transit or the additional density to warrant it, as observed,
neither of the bike lanes nor sidewalks are used today to the extent predicted. Simply
put- the Perimeter Center Parkway Bridge primarily serves motorists – channelized
turn-lanes actively discourage walking, encouraging drivers to turn right at high
speeds.
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But another promising improvement in connectivity exists north of I-285. Built
entirely with private funds, the Springwood Connector provides some (if not the only
other) evidence of progress being made toward the small-block urban street grid
proposed in Perimeter Focus (Love, 2021). Figure 20 displays the Springwood
Connector streetscape looking east toward State Farm’s headquarters.
Figure 20

The Bishop Flats at the Springwood Connector

The roadway, unlike the Perimeter Center Parkway Bridge, certainly benefits from
a reduced width, up-close development, and landscaping. In many senses, the street
is the epitome of the secondary road network proposed from each iteration of LCI
plans. While developments help shields a number of traditional offices from the street
front, the road will soon serve as an alternative pathway to State Farm’s
headquarters. In spite of that, challenges remain. The Springwood Connector does
not cross Peachtree Dunwoody Road, oddly, much to the detriment of pedestrians. A
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right-turn-only lane and the lack of a stoplight near the entrance to the Bishop Flats
(Figure 21) discourage defensive driving, complicating and endangering the
pedestrian experience – mirroring that on the Perimeter Parkway bridge.
Figure 21

Entrance to the Bishop Flats along Peachtree Dunwoody Road

To suggest via plan evolution alone (See: Section 4.5) that the LCI planning
regime was completely weakened would be an overgeneralization. In fact, as
mentioned, a large majority of early circulation projects were fully implemented.
Thirty-nine of the forty-eight improvements suggested in Perimeter Focus were fully
funded, under design or construction, or completed by the time of the 2005 Update
(PCIDs, 2005). Of the thirty-nine (39) such improvements in the 2005 Update,
twenty-seven were completed by 2011 (PCIDs, 2011). By 2017, more than thirty-five
miles of sidewalks and crosswalks had been completed along preexisting major
corridors (Johnston, 2017).
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Yet, few pedestrians utilize the enhanced corridors despite their benches, wide
sidewalks, transit shelters, and other amenities. Figure 22 displays an empty stretch
along Meadow Lane in front of an apartment complex, The Bricks Perimeter Center.
Meadow Lane, forming a superblock with Ashford-Dunwoody Road, presents no
simple cut-through to Perimeter Center’s business core. In many places, the Public

Space Design Standards function only aesthetically, ignoring topographical realities
(such as along the wall shown in Figure 22) and failing to enhance connectivity.
Figure 22

The Bricks Perimeter Center as seen from Perimeter Village Shopping Center
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5.2 | Transit Accessibility & Nodality: MARTA Stops
Figure 23

Location of Transit Accessibility & Nodality Field Study Imagery

Note: Location of Transit Accessibility & Nodality Field Study imagery. Figure by author.
Geographic data retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021, https://www.openstreetmap.org/

The concentration of new development along Hammond Drive and the Springwood
Connector would not be possible in the absence of the Dunwoody MARTA Station.
Sandy Springs’ removal of minimum parking requirements from its development code
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and the creation of the Perimeter Mixed-use zoning category presented
unprecedented opportunity to densify the eastern side of the Fulton/Dekalb County
Line. Originally, main concerns about MARTA rail in Perimeter Center were not
hesitation to ride, but that the system took few people from where they live to where
they work (Martin, 2002). Concentrating new development near the stations sought
to change that reality.
But fittingly, significant progress still remains for either MARTA station to
become an ideal TOD node. This is best evidenced by the commanding presence of
parking garages that surround the stations, most notably at Sandy Springs (Figure
24). Their very existence suggests that intended MARTA clientele are commuters into
Atlanta from adjacent residential areas, casting doubt onto the notion that the
Transit Village strategy as part of Perimeter Focus would have a pervasive legacy as
a creator of a new downtown.
Figure 24

Perimeter Pointe and Parking Facilities at Sandy Springs MARTA

Recall plans from section 4.2 for the creation of a mixed-use center in place of
Perimeter Pointe Shopping Center, a key facet of which is the use of the transit
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station as a focal point. Future development will have to accommodate the fact that
the garage innately serves as a barrier to access the station’s surroundings. Further,
at its western entrance, one must either pass through a pedestrian tunnel or cross
one of two six lane roadways to enter the station (Figure 25). An oft-cited opportunity
for development sits behind the station, but its small footprint and awkward shape
are themselves more barriers to TOD.
Figure 25

Automobile-scaled Infrastructure at Sandy Springs MARTA West Entrance

Referenced in Lifelong Perimeter, an implementation study that followed the 2011

Update, Dunwoody Station “works against preferences”, as its official pedestrian
pathway is indirect, and mostly unmarked (PCIDs, 2013, p. 59). The experience is
identical to that at Sandy Springs Station, with its other main pedestrian pathway
(Figure 26) only accessible on the West side of the garage, farthest from Perimeter
Pointe shopping center.
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Figure 26

Eastern Pedestrian Entrance to Sandy Springs MARTA

It is highly unlikely that without significant reorientation (or removal) of parking
structures that the automobile-pedestrian balance could fully be resolved to the point
of creating an adequate transit village, despite eventual densification like that near
Dunwoody Station. However, at least one significant change has been made to
Dunwoody Station in conjunction with the arrival of State Farm’s corporate campus.
Its design includes a direct connection to the train platform (Figure 27) (Simmons,
2020a).
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Figure 27

Direct Connection to the Dunwoody MARTA from State Farm

Still, the label “transit-oriented development” is likely a misnomer for the campus.
Though the direct platform connection encourages alternatives to automobile
commuting (somewhat ironically for an automobile insurance company), it
unavoidably removes incentives to interact with the Perimeter Center streetscape –
albeit in a more sustainability-conscious manner than ample parking facilities had
previously. Barring the occasional weekday lunch or post-five-o’clock drink, one can
trek to and from work via MARTA seeing only coworkers, again absent the “notion of
a shared responsibility in the collective, metropolitan realm” (Mozingo, 2011, p. 220).
On the other hand, by nature, MARTA bus transit is inextricably tied to the
streetscape. But those stop locations along streetscapes built prior to the LCI plans,
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such as seen below in Figure 28, often lack shelters or benches, and exhibit significant
spatial separation to their surroundings.
Figure 28

MARTA Bus Stop as Seen on Perimeter Center East at Marq Eight Apartments
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5.3 | Open & Civic Spaces
Figure 29

Location of Civic & Open Spaces Field Study Imagery

Note: Location of Civic & Open Spaces Field Study imagery. Figure by author. Geographic data
retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021, https://www.openstreetmap.org/

Twenty years later, neither Perimeter Park nor the livable corridor (further
explored in Section 5.5) have come to fruition. Undoubtedly, this renders the bulk of
Perimeter Center’s green space sequestered in corporate enclaves. Mentioned in
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Section 4.3, one 2005 Update vision for civic enhancement is treating this as a
connectivity issue. For example, the plan lists the well-maintained forested walking
trails at Ravinia (Figure 30), an office complex that has long featured nature in its
design, as an open space preservation opportunity (Costello, 2004). Enhancing access
to the trails could, in theory, reduce the overall need to provide municipal greenspace.
Figure 30

Walking Trails and Private Park at Ravinia

But despite a significant buildup of condominiums and apartments surrounding
Ravinia, intra-parcel connectivity and sparse pedestrian connections limit the private
park’s potential as a useable space for those other than the complex’s office workers.
As shown below in Figure 31, the north-south driveway includes no parallel
pedestrian walkways.
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Figure 31

Private Drives at Ravinia

Yet, with Ravinia’s daytime office population near zero during Covid, its trails still
host a small cohort of exercisers, only they are ones that arrive via automobile, taking
advantage of its vast parking facilities.
While much closer to residential developments (especially those along
Hammond Drive), the lake at Concourse exhibits the same issue, albeit absent the
small cohort of exercisers. The lake and surrounding plazas are shielded from the
street (shown in Figure 32), encircled by office towers and garages, and nearly
bounded by I-285 and GA-400. Any plan to integrate the private park into
surrounding Perimeter Center developments would require immense investment and
public-private collaboration.
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Figure 32

Lake and Walkways at Concourse

Similarly honoring a reccomendation from Perimeter Focus, the Sembler
Companies, backers of the nearby development Perimeter Place, completed a
makeover of Park Place shopping center in 2004, complementing it with 110 luxury
condominums on the site’s rear (Sinderman, 2004). Also renovated were the shopping
plaza’s center containing a gated gazebo and a number of radial pathways (shown in
Figure 33). Nestled within towering oak trees, this is a virtuous, yet underwhelming,
public space opportunity.
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Figure 33

Park Place Pedestrian Walkway toward Bell Perimeter Center Apartments and Ravinia

In addition to residential proximity, Park Place is also within sight distance of
Ravinia. Yet, the two complexes reflect an identical issue: again, no pedestrian outer
connectivity. Neither office workers from Ravinia nor nearby apartment dwellers can
access the central green without traversing large, placeless parking lots.
Now, Park Place is beginning to show its age and is increasingly vacant. While
Concourse and Ravinia’s office plates could one day open themselves to other uses,
preserving their lakes and open greens in the process, the low density retail at Park
Place will most likely be more valuable when demolished and redeveloped.
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In their current form, these private gathering spaces are hardly the central
open space envisioned by New Urbanists or even the PCIDs. The small green at the
master-planned

development

Perimeter

Summit

(Figure

34)

more

closely

encompasses their vision by providing the buffer between the Villa Sonoma
Condominiums and two neighboring office buildings in addition to serving as a
shuttle stop.
Figure 34

Landscaped Open Space at Perimeter Summit

However, the space and corresponding streetscape, lined with benches and covered
walkways, is not enough to break up the confusing, if not unsettling, juxtaposition of
Perimeter Summit’s three identical office towers (with space for a fourth), Hyatt
Regency Hotel, and condominiums, as shown in Figure 35. Contrary to Perimeter

Focus’ suggestion that Perimeter Summit could be a model for future development,
beyond workday hours, the complex and its small green feel too empty, if not too
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planned. Drawing a parallel to Perimeter Place, discussed in Section 3, the
development is reminiscent of more master-planned “hybrid urbanism”.
Figure 35

Perimeter Summit Boulevard NE

The underlying assumption in previous green space examples and in the 2005

Update to Perimeter Focus is that private open spaces of shopping centers and office
parks could enhance the public realm, if only they could be unlocked through
walkability

improvements,

connectivity

enhancements,

or

even

residential

densification. But this suggestion is one that could only succeed as a supplement to a
larger central green space plan. The parks’ present layouts, especially noticeable in
Concourse’s plethora of benches and tables, are largely intended for one specific
function: outdoor gathering for a weekday lunchtime population. They lack the size,
amenities, and (as seen in the case of Park Place) continued programming and
investment that comprise a robust civic realm. As it stands, no amount of augmented
accessibility to corporate gardens, despite their pleasant nuances, can replace the
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sense of place that could be fostered with a large central park, like that proposed
along the livable corridor (PCIDs, 2005).
Nonetheless, PCIDs boundaries now contain one municipal facility – Sandy
Springs’ Hammond Park, which boasts a desirable array of civic functionality
including a “Gymnastics Center, playgrounds, a Community Building, 2 lighted
tennis courts, outdoor basketball courts and 2 picnic pavilions” (Visit Sandy Springs,
n.d.). However, it too suffers from poor pedestrian access, as shown in Figure 36. Park
patrons have no way to cross either Hammond or Glenridge Drives unless traveling
via car.
Figure 36

Lack of Pedestrian Infrastructure along Glenridge Drive at Hammond Park

Even then, the park sits across GA-400 from the bulk of Perimeter Center activity.
Two residential towers, the Eva Apartments and Park Towers, which sit between the
park and GA-400, are separated by a fence and a steep grade, cementing Hammond
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Park’s reputation as only accessible to those in vehicles, even if for short “last-mile”
distances.

5.4 | Density & Diversity of Land Use: Infill Development Sites
Figure 37

Location of Density & Diversity of Land Use Field Study Imagery

Note: Location of Density & Diversity of Land Use Field Study imagery. Figure by author.
Geographic data retrieved from OpenStreetMap, 2021, https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Despite land use approval responsibilities’ transferal to municipal regimes,
significant densification has occurred in Perimeter Center since 2002. Surely,
following connectivity improvements, this has been the most apparent and
widespread physical alteration to the Perimeter Center landscape over the last two
decades. Of the 16 parcels listed as short-term development opportunities in the 2005

Update, 4 now host residential structures. Of the 40 long term development
opportunities, the number completed is 10 – a 25 percent completion track record for
suggested infills of each type. 9 large-scale mixed-use projects had been proposed
between Perimeter Focus and the 2005 Update, two having been fully completed:
Perimeter Place and the renovation of Park Place. 2 others have been completed in
some form. Namely, the Perimeter Crossing TOD site was parceled off, ultimately
resurfacing as a luxury condominium complex while Perimeter Summit, a planned
unit development now in Brookhaven, is close to completed.
Accordingly, such infill projects in Perimeter Center offer a window into the
difficulties of delivering more density and diversity – essential downtown
characteristics – in edge cities. One of few individual projects in Perimeter Center
subject to previous academic study is Perimeter Place, first discussed in Literature
Review in Section 3.1. Of the development, Dunham-Jones and Williamson (2009)
perceived little resemblance to a main street, no clear effort to divorce it from the
automobile, and a “hybrid form of urbanism” (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009, p.
184). All points have largely held. The four lanes of parking in lieu of a tight street
do not offer the same sense of enclosure typically associated with downtowns, making
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the ground-floor retail facilities (shown in Figure 38) functionally identical to
suburban strip retail centers. Guests frequently drive up to their preferred
destination, run a singular errand, and depart.
Figure 38

Ground Floor Retail at the Flats at Perimeter Place

Perimeter Place attempts to balance suburban form by embracing typical chain
restaurant and big box store footprints, such as that of Outback Steakhouse and
Super Target. And while arranged tightly in a row (shown in the right of Figure 39),
they differ from their exurban equivalents only in that a large amount of their
parking capacity is structured.
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Figure 39

Traditional Suburban Retail at Ashford Crossing

Dunham-Jones and Williamson (2009) documented the aptly-named Manhattan
condomimium high-rise (shown below in Figure 35) as a chief contributor to the
“hybrid urbanism” phenomenon, alleging that the building feels out of context and
even terminates the north-south main street axis (as an anchor deaprtment store
might in similar outdoor “lifestyle centers”) (Castleman, 2020). However, the northsouth street is not physically terminated by the Manhattan – it only appears so. In
fact, Olde Perimeter Way turns sharply left in front of the tower, a fact unbeknowst
to either pedestrians or motorists, because the Manhattan visually dominates the
development directly north of of the main street (shown in the center of Figure 40).
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Figure 40

The Manhattan Condominium Tower at Perimeter Place Shopping Center

Addressing another criticism, still, not only a “grove of trees” separates Perimeter
Place from MARTA, but a ten-minute walk along major roadways with no active
streetfronts, to either Dunwoody or Sandy Springs Stations (Dunham-Jones &
Williamson, 2009, p. 184). The gradual downward slope from Perimeter Place toward
Perimeter Center West along Olde Perimeter Way (Figure 41) funnels pedestrians
between quick-moving traffic exiting the shopping center and a wall – a stretch of
which remains sterilely lit.
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Figure 41

Olde Perimeter Way at Perimeter Place Shopping Center

Walkability improvements such as the widened crosswalks and corner plazas
mentioned in Section 5.1 endure at Perimeter Place’s entrance (Figure 42). However,
assuming the development will eventually serve as the northernmost portion of the
livable corridor, significant work remains in ensuring each segment feels more like a
public street. In its present configuation, it resembles another private driveway.
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Figure 42

Entrance to Perimeter Place at Perimeter Center West

Regrettably, Perimeter Place has evolved little since its opening more than
fifteen years ago. While the general layout and tenant mix have remained remarkably
stable, the development cannot yet claim to have put “pedestrians back on the streets”
(Bond, 2006). As observed, most automobile and pedestrian movement on the two
“main streets” is cut-through traffic on their way to big-box stores. Aside from a few
small shops, the eastern segment of Ashford Crossing has no clear active streetscape,
serving primarily as the garage entrance to the Flats (shown in the right of Figure
43).
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Figure 43

Flats at Perimeter Place along Ashford Crossing

Independent retailers that comprise the ground floor retail at the Flats even cite the
exposure from big box stores like Super Target as a reason the development is
successful (Bond, 2006). Further, nearly as much of Perimeter Place’s total area is
dedicated to parking as it is to retail or residences. The only green space is a singular
splotch of grass contained within a roundabout – hardly an example of New
Urbanism.
Closer to appearing urban, recent concentrated residential development along
Hammond Drive largely fulfilled the vision for the 2005 Update’s Dunwoody Transit
Village. Additional density east of Peachtree Dunwoody Road (shown in Figure 44)
has been supported with the addition of a new roadway – the Springwood Connector
(PCIDs, 2005).
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Figure 44

Hammond Drive Looking East toward State Farm Headquarters

Sandy Springs’ removal of minimum parking requirements enabled developers to
explore creative mixed-use site planning. Notably, the complex Arabelle at Perimeter
(seen in the far left of Figure 44) fully masked its structured parking within its first
few floors, wrapped the better part of its two major street frontages in retail, and
placed the garage entrance on a secondary road. Its total footprint is compact,
reducing block size and allow one to easily walk in any direction from the building.
However, among Hammond Road corridor apartments, Arabelle is the
exception. The remaining apartments in the cluster tend to employ the typical “Texas
Doughnut” template – reserving upwards of two (2) acres of land for garages, placing
living spaces along the outside rather than on top (Holstein, 2014). Troublingly, this
arrangement significantly widens building footprints, making Hammond Drive itself
the easiest vehicle entry point, and at one point, forcing two aligned garage entrances
to function as a through street.
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The result is a wide, pedestrian-hostile stretch of roadway that makes more
sense as a conduit for suburban light rail transit in the future than as an urban street
in the present. Further, variation in size and use from the mid-rise apartments to
State Farm’s headquarters is so stark that the juxtaposition is truly an amplified
form of the previously described “hybrid urbanism”. The commanding campus, seen
above in the center of Figure 44, is itself too large to reside within a traditional urban
downtown – arguably the corporation’s justification for choosing an edge city for its
home. Consequently, Hammond Drive, despite being one of few locations with
concentrated new residential development, feels distinctly un-urban.
More sparse infill development sites included spaces within underutilized
parcels. Two sites at the intersection of Glenridge Drive and Johnson Ferry Road
were slated for development noting high value due to its proximity to the Interstate
and Glenridge Point Office Park – one in the short term and another in the long term.
The 2005 Update states that the parking lots surrounding the midrise offices
provided the perfect grounds for densification (PCIDs, 2005). The back of one site,
then empty and recommended to Fulton County as having the potential to include
open space, was ultimately developed as a gated townhome community.
Portions of the two sites are now home to Novel Perimeter Apartments (Figure
45) and Bell Glenridge Apartments (Figure 46). Both include footprints that are
directly adjacent to older office structures, freeways, and major arterials. While they
include large garages, notably, neither places their main entrance along the major
streets, opting to use the existing office park driveways instead. But while this may
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be perceived as a small victory for the secondary street grid, both developments, like
Hammond Park, are still not easily accessed by foot from Perimeter Center’s core.
Bell Glenridge, as seen on its bottom floor in Figure 46, does honorably mix
uses, including minimal retail. But it mimics Perimeter Place in that it is not
functionally different from strip retail – most patrons arrive by car and depart after
one stop. The surrounding office buildings, too, are certainly more modest than those
found along either Hammond Drive or Perimeter Center Parkway, but this does not
make their juxtaposition with apartments feel any less “hybrid”. Bell Glenridge,
Novel Perimeter, and the nearby Linc Brookhaven (Figure 47) are architecturally
isolated, unwalkable despite following the Public Space Design Standards, and are
unfaithful to known definitions of infills. Like the Hammond Drive Corridor, they
display the failure in regulating only use, not form.
Figure 45

Novel Perimeter Apartments at Lakeside Business Park
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Figure 46

Bell Glenridge Apartments at Glenridge Point Office Park

Figure 47

The Linc Brookhaven adjacent to 4170 Dunwoody Road

At the southernmost point in the PCIDs boundaries sits Cortland at the Hill
(“the Hill”), a 287-unit luxury apartment complex that boasts its balconies and
tasteful brick façade, but mostly its proximity to Pill Hill (Greco, 2019). Shown in
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Figure 48, the Hill fully embraces the PCIDs Public Space Design Standards,
incorporating the sidewalk and streetlamp network (notably absent from the left side
of the Johnson Ferry Road). What separates the Hill from similar developments is
the inclusion of a comparatively large private park near its entrance, containing a
fenced dog lawn alongside a landscaped (and at night, well-lit) open field.
Figure 48

Cortland at the Hill Apartments in Brookhaven

The Hill’s design is seemingly conscious of the idea that both it and its park serve as
a buffer between Brookhaven’s lower density residences and Pill Hill, a goal of

Perimeter Focus Transition Zones. Yet, it’s still unclear to passers-by whether or not
the open space is open to the public. Further, Pill Hill, lacking restaurants and
traditional retail at scales seen north of I-285, is still unable to attract ground-floor
retail in isolated spots. The Hill’s commercial space has never been rented.
On the other hand, more centrally located retail space beneath the Arches at
Glenridge (shown in Figure 49) is fully leased. Like Perimeter Place, however, the
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necessary accommodation of parking and the lack of a usable major street frontage
make for typical suburban retail strip feel and remarkably few pedestrians.
Figure 49

Ground-floor Retail at Arches at Glenridge

5.5 | Future & Related Developments

The stretch of Perimeter Center Parkway between Hammond Drive and
Perimeter Center West has had a troubled history. Originally planned in 2002 to be
the site of the Livable Corridor Activity Center (a plan that remained in the 2005

Update as part of the Dunwoody Transit Village), it was ultimately shelved during
the Great Recession. Yet, neither that nor the early 2000’s economic slump that
plagued previous LCI plan goals could stop the transformation of Perimeter Parkway
into a “main street” – at least structurally. To be completed over 10 years at the cost
of $30 million, plans called for on-street parking, bike lanes, and streetlamps
(Lufrano, 2002). What ultimately surfaced, however, is one remnant of a well-
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manicured but empty streetscape (Figure 50), containing all the physical elements of
an ideal main street from Perimeter Focus, save pedestrians or the dense
development to draw them.
Figure 50

Perimeter Center Parkway E: The Future Site of High Street

The monumental effort remaining to complete any form of Perimeter Focus’
Perimeter Park or the Livable Corridor is evidenced best by the corralled ditch
beneath the MARTA tracks (Figure 51). No plans reference the dense tree cover or
stormwater within the fenced area. Further, the lack of pedestrian infrastructure has
led to the creation of a few informal dirt paths near Perimeter Mall (on the right of
Figure 51). Eventual development’s arrival along the corridor, even without the park,
will necessitate better connections to Perimeter Mall – a provision it is not yet
equipped to handle.
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Figure 51

Unusable Space beneath MARTA Tracks at Perimeter Mall

Plans for a $2 billion, 41-acre mixed-use project called High Street did arise in
place of the Livable Corridor in the late 2010s (Simmons, 2020). According to
Dunwoody’s city manager, High Street’s more than 3,000 apartment units will be
among the first multi-family housing to be constructed since it became a city
(Simmons, 2020). The development aims to be the Dunwoody version of The Battery
(Figure 52), a mixed-use development anchored by the Atlanta Braves’ Truist Park
(Simmons, 2020).
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Figure 52

Battery Ave SE at The Battery Atlanta

The Battery, whose neat street grid lined with condominiums atop retail and
performance venues, recalls principles of New Urbanist infill. The ballpark serves as
its prominently located “civic” structure. Noticeable during the weekday, however,
are that its open spaces and pedestrian shopping plaza (slightly wider than the
streets) suffer from that which plagues Perimeter Place in addition to other infills
and retrofits noted in Section 3: poor outer connectivity. The Battery is sandwiched
between Whitney Ridge Parkway and Circle 75 Parkway SE. The latter is lined on
its southern side by 1980s office towers and their respective parking decks. Set back
from Circle 75 Parkway, The Battery offers few at-grade connections to enter the
development (Figure 53).
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Figure 53

Circle 75 Parkway South of The Battery Atlanta

But Dunwoody also hopes High Street will contribute to the coveted sense of
place. One, its city manager feels, has been accomplished by neighboring Sandy
Springs with the separate retrofit of Roswell Road at City Springs (Simmons, 2020).
City Hall, a performing arts center, and block apartments with ground floor retail,
surround City Green (Figure 54), whose trickling fountains, open space, and stairstep seats drew a handful of visitors despite the January weather and continued risk
of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Figure 54

City Green at City Springs

But diverging from Dixon’s (2015) research on Sandy Springs, it is hard to even
consider the entire Roswell Road corridor itself a retrofit, so much as one can consider
City Springs’ immediate surroundings. Commercial strips adjacent to the
development, fully leased, have little motivation to shed their suburban automobilecentric character – recalling an issue with Dadeland Mall in Kendall. Such is true
even among developments with frontage on smaller streets, like the one shown in
Figure 55.
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Figure 55

Sandy Springs City Hall North Entrance

Dixon’s (2015) research also revealed that market studies of the corridor deemed
Roswell Road (especially its southernmost portion) to be too valuable and mobilityfocused to redevelop. Such a concession has relegated urban form along the road, like
the intersection at Clifton Drive in Figure 56, to one that is still explicitly pedestrianhostile – until recently, the status quo for Perimeter Center-area streetscapes. Sandy
Springs must decide if its streets are for mobility or livability. It has struggled to
balance both.
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Figure 56

Roswell Road Corridor
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6 | Conclusion

The review in Chapter 3 of commonly utilized retrofitting strategies confirmed
many preconditions for successful large-scale retrofits, and Perimeter Center boasts
nearly all – a dedicated implementation agency, cross-jurisdictional coordination, a
surging housing market, open land parcels, private partners, and transit. Ambitious
recommendations explored in Chapter 4 showed that the Perimeter Livable Center
Initiative plans carefully address traditional downtown characteristics, particularly
those espoused in New Urbanist philosophy and in other successful retrofits. Yet,
regrettably, the legacy of the LCI frameworks as creators of a 21st century downtown
have yet to manifest themselves in reality.
Despite best efforts, the built remnants of early LCI plans for Perimeter Center
are a mere skeletal framework for potential density – in some cases, functioning only
aesthetically. Perimeter Center’s present form is thus, in practice, neither urban nor
suburban, but a disorderly hybrid. Alongside this and other essential findings, this
Chapter details concerns, suggestions, and potential future research for Perimeter
Center and other edge cities likely to embrace suburban retrofitting.

6.1 | Findings

Field study confirmed prior morphological observations in that despite
Perimeter Center’s continued maturation through infilling and block fragmentation,
there is hardly evidence of its convergence toward a traditional urban downtown
(Jiang, 2009). Most remarkably, the many residential, commercial, and office
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structures introduced in the area after 2002 do not represent a significant divergence
from familiar suburban typologies. Big-boxes and isolated office towers continue to
proliferate where land is available. Instead, as demonstrated at Perimeter Place and
Perimeter Summit, it is often their arrangement that is novel. At the former,
suburban chain restaurants are neatly positioned along two roadway axes but are
architecturally identical to their highway-side counterparts. At the latter,
particularly noticeable during field study, even a moderately-sized greenspace and a
landscaped streetscape were unable to thematically integrate Perimeter Summit’s
mix of uses.
Infilling using block apartments incorporating ground floor retail – the sole
exception to the master-planning trend – has still hardly shown the ability to either
create an authentic downtown streetscape or to curb automobile dependence. The
densification occurring in the Hammond Drive corridor largely utilizes the Texas
Doughnut template. By confining buildings to large footprints, central garages
deposit vehicles onto main roadways instead of side or back streets, complicating the
pedestrian experience while benefitting motorists. In conjunction with Perimeter
Place, Perimeter Summit, and numerous residential infill sites, the Hammond Road
corridor has certainly contributed to density and diversity but in a way that is
inauthentic, non-uniform, and architecturally disjointed.
What’s more (and perhaps the greatest indictment of the LCI plans), the
streetscape, sidewalk, and crosswalk campaign aggressively implemented by the
PCIDs in the past two decades do not provide the downtown they seek to – walkable
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and connected. Aside from key infrastructure projects such as the Perimeter Parkway
flyover and Springwood Connector, little progress has been made toward the creation
of a uniform secondary street grid. What has effectively been generated in its place is
a baseline pedestrian network, only walkable in the sense that it is not explicitly
hostile toward foot-travelers. Absent a reduction in block size or greater infill
development in the core, any inter-parcel connectivity will remain inhibited by
disorienting automobile paths.
Relatedly, Perimeter Center has yet to take full advantage of an asset enviable
amongst fellow edge cities – MARTA heavy rail transit stations. For all but the
incoming employees of the new State Farm campus, station accessibility is no better
than it was in 2002. Dense land uses have yet to take root around Sandy Springs
Station and are unlikely to unless it is relieved of its unnecessary commuter-centric,
garage-dominated form. While area shuttle service schedules and maps are now
ingeniously organized in an online portal, plans for supplementary light rail or bus
rapid transit remain many years off (PCIDs, 2020).
The aging, secluded, private gardens that provide the lion’s share of available
green space in Perimeter Center neither promote the programmability nor centrality
that define vibrant public realms. While the Public Space Design Standards have
helped create a sense of place along streetscapes, they alone have yet to induce a
desired authenticity like that of true civic spaces (such as schools, libraries, and
community centers). Those that exist, like Hammond Park, remain inaccessible to
most of Perimeter Center’s residents.
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Albeit distant, a “downtown” future for Perimeter Center is still on the horizon.
Current development ordinances for both Dunwoody and Sandy Springs contain
specific regulatory frameworks for the enhancement of the “urban” Perimeter Center
core that were explicit recommendations of the LCI plans (PCIDs, 2011, p. 17) The
Dunwoody ordinance governs new shared pathways and locations for infill streets –
a connectivity suggestion from all three plans. The city has even co-opted many street
and sidewalk improvements previously done by the PCIDs after achieving cityhood
in 2008 (Southerland, 2011). Relatedly, a major multi-use trail from Hammond Drive
to Perimeter Center West is scheduled to break ground in Spring 2021 (Simmons,
2020).
To attack the jobs-to-housing imbalance, the City of Dunwoody is now
preparing an affordable housing study (Simmons, 2020). A shopping center north of
Perimeter Mall prepares to rise atop one of the recommended public enhancement
sites from the Perimeter Focus 2005 Update (PCIDs, 2005; Capelouto, 2020a).
Dunwoody’s High Street is slated to begin construction with its first phase opening
in 2022. Its City Council also recently adopted ordinances to pave the way for
microbreweries and distilleries – previously unthinkable land uses by suburban
standards (Capelouto, 2020b).
Clearly, the PCIDs and their partners understand the fundamental link
between land use, transportation, and sustainability (Glier, 2002). In addition, their
retrofitting frameworks genuinely address all the characteristics scholars have come
to expect from traditional urban downtowns. Yet, the PCIDs’ problem may be just
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that – attempting to phase in piecemeal downtown qualities upon a built form that
requires a centralized approach to them all.
Ultimately, under the guidance of the Atlanta Regional Council’s Livable
Centers Initiative, the PCIDs have only succeeded in providing a nescient civic realm
for Perimeter Center’s urban future – one that primarily serves the aesthetic benefit
of isolated corporate monuments. What has emerged is a sort of extreme “hybrid
urbanism”, pitting asynchronous architectures, densities, and development types
against one another in an arrangement that is nearly as disjointed in practice as its
sparse, purely automobile-scaled past.

6.2 | Concerns

Stakeholders’ affinity for CIDs is based upon the latter’s likeness to business
as opposed to bureaucracy (Trelstad, 2000; Morcol & Zimmerman, 2008). More
specifically, they praise CIDs’ ability to leverage the private and public sectors to fund
tangible improvements. PCIDs’s present slogan, “Transportation Projects… It’s what
we do”, thus serves as a proper homage to the limited efficacy of the CID as an edge
city retrofitting mechanism, as if to suggest the organizations are not capable of much
else (PCIDs, n.d.).
The clear reliance upon these self-taxing entities to move beyond often
superfluous mobility improvements to create livable American downtowns on the
macroscopic scale is indeed clouded by a layer of irony. Must (or should) edge city
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retrofits rely upon the sponsorship of corporations like Cox Communications, UPS,
and State Farm, who would inherently benefit financially from more Americans:
1) watching television in private homes instead of gathering in civic spaces,
2) living in far-flung communities in lieu of dense ones, or
3) purchasing automobiles instead of utilizing mass transit?
Trelstad (2000) supposes so, according to his analysis of the Georgia Regional
Transportation Authority:
Economic self-interest and lack of ties to specific political constituencies [lend] business… an
air of credibility throughout the [planning] process. Their market and labor pools [span]
jurisdictions and… they are perceived as interested in solving the region’s problems, not
simply protecting their… more narrow interests (p. 39).

Echoing this sentiment, Phelps (2015) noted a positive shift in private-sector
attitudes toward creating urban futures for edge cities (Phelps, 2015). But both
authors speak unknowingly of the harrowing reality that the edge city is, at its heart,
a collection of individualized suburban corporate monuments – too large to fit into
the traditional downtown and consequently too independent to embrace a full
“downtown” transformation under the current LCI planning regimen (Miller, 2009;
Mozingo, 2011).
In effect, the PCIDs “retrofitting” of Perimeter Center seems less concerned
with livability than with corporate reinvestment, echoing a tradition of Atlanta-based
corporations expressing willingness to pay a premium to reside non-CBD cores with
CBD-like amenities (Walcott, 2000). The arrival of State Farm’s new campus – not
infill residences – was hailed as proof that the last 20 years of PCIDs investments
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have finally culminated (Simmons, 2020a). The Atlanta Regional Council’s programs
appear ill-equipped to handle issues of livability at edge city scale. According to Rao
(2007):
In Atlanta, the Regional Commission presides over the metropolis as a benign guide, seeking
to plan by persuasion, urging consensus while addressing the challenge of Atlantans’ preferred
patterns of low-density housing and separation from their neighbors... Stretched to the very
limits of unregulated urban sprawl, the public agenda has to address the issues of livability
through a weak planning regime that plays to the desires of the new young middle class to
enjoy the advantages of urban proximity and sociability (pp. 170-172).

Signs indeed point to a decades-long weakening of Perimeter LCI planning authority.
ARC and the PCIDs chief partners’ (Dekalb and Fulton Counties) land use planning
responsibilities were appropriated by municipalities (Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, and
Brookhaven) with a closer vested interest in protecting existing development patterns
rather than creating new ones. Thus, it is incumbent upon their attitudinal changes
to bring about Perimeter Center’s urbanization.
Recall from Section 3.4 that Sandy Springs embraced a corridor retrofit along
Roswell Road, concentrating multifamily housing with ground floor retail, green
space, and its new City Hall at a convergence of suburban collector roads just over a
mile from Perimeter Center – in essence, creating the suburb’s own authentic
downtown. That Dunwoody’s development plan for Perimeter Center is more
comprehensive therefore comes as no surprise. Having no such corridor and little
retail or office space outside of the Perimeter Center area, it opted to move its City
Hall within PCIDs boundaries in 2018, reflecting the view that Perimeter Center is
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its center of gravity (Bagby, 2017). Sandy Springs’ land use guidance for Perimeter
Center instead acts as a mere mitigation force against the possible suburban ills –
aesthetic and other – resulting from continued (and market-driven) inevitable
densification. As a result, it does little to encourage authentic downtown creation in
Perimeter Center to the degree Dunwoody’s has.
Still, the Atlanta Regional Council’s Livable Centers Initiative has been a
proven success at smaller scales by other metrics like an increase property values,
such as in Suwanee in neighboring Gwinnett County (Immergluck & Wang, 2015;
American Planning Association, 2017). Particularly, completed LCI projects were
capable of reviving the decaying commercial corridor (Lee & Leigh, 2005). Further,
the ARC’s Lifelong Communities Initiative (an LCI-adjacent program aimed at
creating communities capable of sustaining substantial populations of senior citizens)
was successful in forging a variety of unlikely public and private collaborations
(Montgomery, 2016). The ARC is certainly a valuable planning resource, but its onesize-fits-all retrofitting approach, the Livable Centers Initiative, is simply not an
adequate mechanism for reining in Perimeter Center.

6.3 | Recommendations

If unable to better address the four key components of a downtown, the crux of
this research, Perimeter Center and other edge cities risk being little more than a
slew of suburban structures ceaselessly role-playing a downtown. Fundamental
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observations made in this study can help aid in the overall goal of retrofitting
suburbia’s most extreme manifestations.
Firstly, edge cities should rethink the prioritization of pure connectivity
improvements – are decorative walkways along parcels of utmost importance if there
is nowhere to walk, and block size remains too large? Case studies showed this
strategy functioned best in decaying corridors that already possessed smaller block
sizes.
Secondly, edge city municipal partners should ponder the creation of a shared
municipal development code concerned with both use and form. PCIDs plans have
respectably positioned new density in certain locations such as along the Hammond
Road corridor, but the built results lack coherence. A form-based retrofitting code
could foster more predictable results and prioritize the pedestrian realm.
Lastly, it stands to consider from the previous two points that edge cities
require a completely different planning authority entirely – a public one capable of
prioritizing concentrated, large-scale public improvements like a central park or the
proactive creation of the full secondary street grid. Perimeter Center is evidence that

true retrofitted urbanism experienced in traditional urban cores cannot be created
through the private sector alone, and if it can, it is occurring at too slow a pace to
reverse its underlying problems. The last two decades of public improvements in
Perimeter Center have produced few civic spaces, little inter-parcel connectivity, and
no better transit accessibility. A joint effort between municipalities that is focused on
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residents rather than corporate boards is likely to embrace a retrofit with
significantly emphasis on these public amenities.

6.4 | Future Research

Truly, the 2002-2011 PCIDs plans were conceived in part in response to the
fear that increased traffic congestion and dwindling developable space for residences
would dethrone Perimeter Center as Atlanta’s premier office and retail market
(Chunn, 2001; PCIDs, 2005). To these suggestions, the approaching decade may likely
present precisely the opposite challenge. Certainly, a post-Covid continuation of high
percentages of remote work and online goods purchasing in the Atlanta region will
accompany a vast reduction in daytime Perimeter Center population. As plainly
observable in Chapter 5’s field study imagery, such a future (without the 9AM-5PM
population swell) is likely to upend edge city theory in its entirety.
The persistent proliferation of residences in these commercial cores begets an
entirely

original

constituency.

Future

research

should

determine

precise

demographics of residents drawn to apartment living in Perimeter Center. If this
clientele is primarily younger, seeking proximity to employment, will they remain in
the event they are no longer required to enter the office 5 days per week? If the
clientele is instead older, seeking a less demanding lifestyle than that of owning a
single-family home, what additional amenities should back-fill office and retail
footprints? This constituency requires certain amenities, both public and commercial,
that utilizing a purely architectural lens is insufficient so resolve.
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Armed with these new residential constituencies, readily available roadway
capacity, well-located excess parking capacity, and a plethora of open floor plan offices
and big boxes, the next generation of retrofitting plans should explicitly encourage
municipalities to explore adaptive re-use provisions and form-based development
codes. The PCIDs, its partners, and edge cities that have yet to begin retrofitting, can
view these lessons from 20 years of Perimeter Center plans as an opportunity.
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Appendix
Page Numbers and Geographic Location of Field Study Images from Sections 5.1 – 5.4

Note: Location Field Study imagery. Figure by author. Geographic data retrieved from
OpenStreetMap, 2021, https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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